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City Council

C.C.Board
approves
district's
tax rates
Pr 11(111111 WPM
Ste Wrier
The CaBoway Cooley Dowd
of Education voted unmaimously lo approve the tax rates for
the 2009-2010 yea.at* specialcalled meedng Thus's* night
The meeting was open to pub1k comment,but no one attended to *peek up.
The new rates are: 37.9 c ats
for real lifiatC, 52.14 COM
motor vehicle and duee pelted
utility trot. Calloway County
superintesdamt Steve Hoskins
said the rem* in the new rates
and a hillete assessment of the
canny will beads the district.
get a four
"The district
patient increase in revenge as a
result of the new rates,"
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itmessment
811246,988,000. In January
ZW,the astessamest WU toped
to 81,333.231000, past of why
the rate change will benefit the
district.
While in session.* board
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the maitrArof *ait
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$3,909 per
school year eild Siva'
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and thunderstorms. Highs Ni the
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Lows in the mid 60a.
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and thunderstorms. Highs Ni the
mid flOti.
night...Moody
Saturday
cloudy with a40 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows Ni the mid 80e.
fionekry...Parey sunny with a
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
laver 80e.
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Safety net installed
at Central Park
iv TOM UMW
Staff Misr
Thanks to a local man's concern, a new safety net has been
placed over a children's play
area at Murray Calloway
County Central Park that will
keep playful youngsters from
getting hit with wayward foul
and flyballs.
Much to his own expense,
Oak Hill Drive resident Harold
wlbrnmy" Brown with assistance from community volunteers, erected a net over the
playground located between
fields two and three in an effort
to keep the youngsters safe.
"I sincerely enjoy watching
the youth play ball each week.
However I am worried that the
small children playing on the
playground equipment will get

seriously injured by a foul. popfly from the two adjacent ball
fields," he said in a letter to the
parks board. "This type of construction will enable parents to
watch their children who are
participating in baseball as well
u their children who are playing on the playground without
having to worry about the safety
of the children on the playground?'
An A-frame fencing and netting design has already been
installed at a cost of $5,500.
About $2,000 of the in-kind
labor cost was provided by
Murray Electric System and the
parks board; however Brown
paid about $3,500 of the cost
out of his own pocket for fenc•See Page 2A

TOM BERM Leave a Timis
Oak HIS Drive resident Harold'Tommy'Brown and community volunteers erected this A-trams
safety netting to protect children from getting hurt by foul balls. The playground lies between
baseball beide three and four.

Senate GOP leader hits Obama health plan
By MCI SCNIIIIIMMIt
Associated Press Winer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Senate Republican leader Mitch
McConnell downplayed the
need for a comprehensive health
care overhaul, suggesting to a
friendly state fairgrounds audi-

ence Thursday that smaller steps

would improve the nation's
health care without a "massive
government overreach."
McConnell suggested tax
changes to lessen the cost for
individuals to purchase health
insurance :overage. He suggestI.

ed incentives to encourage
healthier lifestyles, along Mith a
favorite GOP proposal — protecting doctors and hospitals
from "junk lawsuits" that he
said map health providass with
hags legal costs.
"We don't need to do a com-

prehensive bill. We need to target the problem," he said at the
Ham
Country
Kentucky
Breakfast, a Kentucky Farm
Bureau-sponsored event that
attracts the state's top political
leaders.
McConnell drew a standing

ovation from the large crowd,so
did Democratic Gov. Steve
Besbleit Both spoke without
having to field questions from
the audience.
Speaking with reporters,
II See Page 2A
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C.C. •.rd
approves
district's
tax rates
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W KYSIM LOOM
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of Education voted unanimously to approve the tax rates for
the 2009-2010 year at a specialcalled meeting Thursday night.
The meeting was open to public comment, but no one attended to speak up.
The new rates are: 37.9 cents
for real estate, 52.14 cents
motor vehicle and three percent
utility tax. Calloway County
superintendent Steve Hoskins
said the result in the new rates
and a higher assessment of the
county will benefit the district.
"The district will get a four
percent increase in revenue as a
result of the new rates,"
Hoskins said. "But it's not a
four percent tax rate increase."
In January 2008, the county's
assessment
was
$1,246,988,000. In January
2009,the assessment was upped
to $1,323,233,000, pan of why
the rate change will benefit the
district.
While in session, the board
also approved an application to
the state for stimulus funds.
According to Hoskins, the district was expecting to be paid
$3,909 per student for the Opti
school year and given &Iandate to raise salaries one percent. However, state legislature
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City Council
updated on
alcohol vote,
tax rate
Illy 111011WIONS MOM
BMW Writer
ity Administrator Man Mattingly:
informed the Murray City CotenctX
at Thursday night's meeting whag
their responsibilities would be if a pna%!,
posed alcohol vole happens in November:
and is approved by voters.
Mattingly said that if
enough signatures art
gathered by the petition
organizers by Sept. II.,
registered voters living in:
Murray will have the;
chance to vote whether or.
not to allow package'
alcohol sales in the cityon Nov. 17. He said that if
Mattingly
it passes, the city council.
will have 60days after the
vote is certified to psis legislation regulating alcohol sales. Potential ordinances
WISER LOUGHtt.adger 8 Times
Former Tennessee Titans tight end Frank Wycheck
signs autographs and talks with the crowd after giving a
could
involve store operating hours and
talk
Thursday at the Friends of CASA Banquet fundraiser.
Wycheck spoke of his time with the Titans and current
tax
rates,
but would not have the authority
experience wafting for Titans Radio.
to overturn the vote if it passes. The city
would have to grout a license lost least
one liquor store, but the council could
decide how many to allow, be said.
Prior to the regular council meeting, the
Public Safety, Health Insurance,
Fmance/Personnel and Public Works con
me met. In the finance meeting, Alan
Ler,
the city's fnisnce officer,told comerVIVIIIIHANNIN
to get *1W/white meow gat thked theta fix.it
mittee mentbers about proposed 2009 tax
ten*
it
hit
home
how
imporSten Wraw
but we might get a little. bit port of CASA.She shunted a
rates. The real property ten is proposed at
tant it is fora child to have a
he mood was festive closer. Last year we had a brief
38.67 cents per $100 valuation, or $386.70
video
entitled voice in court. Even the
last night at the few people make lane dona- "Unpac
if the property was valued at $100,000.
king bops" about the smallest thing can have a
Friends of CASA ban- tions in excess of $1,000 and life of
The proposed tangible property rate is
a CASA volunteer and positive impact.
quet, with local celebrity they came in after the ban39.85 cents per $100 valuation and the
what they do for children.
"The
little things really
waiters, lively auctions and a quet. Hoping that'll happen
proposed vehicle and water craft rate is 38
She also gave attendees three have an effect, it snowba
lls
keynote speech by former this year as well," Swells ways
cents
per $100 valuation.
to suppniCASA; time. and the whole community
Tennessee Titans tight end said.
The first advertisement of the tax notice
money and voice.
nets better," Wycheck said.
Frank Wycheck.
will be today (Friday) and the second will
For the Court Appointed
Neal Bradley, the voice of
Wycheck also talked about
Fundraising chair Wendy Special Advocates, the ban-.
be
Sept. 3. A public hearing and first readthe Racers, introduced his experience in the
NFL
Swans reported this morning quet is a blessing to the emping
of the tax ordinance will be Sept. 10
Wycheck by calling him a and his retirement into
radio
that over $10,000 has been tying bank account of the real-lif
and the second reading will take place on
e football legend and and current involvement with
Sept. 24. Tax bills will be moiled on Sept.
counted from the banquet, a organization. CASA provides
member of the best broadcast the Titans.
28 and the due date will be Oct. 31.A 10
sizable amount but nowhere abused and neglected chilcrew in the NFL
"I'm very excited ahout
peseent penalty will be applied Nov. 1 for
near the $25,000 goal. Swells dren a voice in court and is
When he look the podium, this year's team.
late taxes and a 6 percent interest rate will
A good
said that in the past many solely funded by grants and Wyche
ck spent his first few coaching $taff, a good draft,
be applied on Jan. 1,2010.
donations have come in after- contributions and is currently minute
s thanking everyone it should be an excitin
MOM of the council was present fora
g seawards and she's hoping to in-between grants.
involved with CASA for son," be said.
presentation from representatives from
receive more for the organiCASA executive director what they do. He said it was
GRW Inc. as they proposed a new wasteLooking back on his 11
zation.
Karen Darnell welcomed the an organization he was not
"We're probably not going crowd of about 175 and aware
of until that night, but *See Page 3A
•See Page 2A
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Wycheck,former Tennessee Titan,
guest speaker at CASA banquet

Safety net installed
at Central Park
TOM 111111MY
Staff Writer
Thanks to a local man's concern, a new safety net has been
placed over a children's play
area at Murray Calloway
County Central Park that will
keep playful youngsters from
getting hit with wayward foul
and flyballs.
Much to his own expense,
Oak Hill Drive resident Harold
"lbmmy" Brown with assistance from community volunteers, erected a net over the
playground located between
fields two and three in an effort
to keep the youngsters safe.
"I sincerely enjoy watching
the youth play ball each week.
However I am worried that the
small children playing on the
playground equipment will get

seriously injured by a foul, popfly from the two adjacent ball
fields," he said in a letter to the
parks board. "This type of construction will enable parents to
watch their children who are
participating in baseball as well
as their children who are playing on the playground without
having to worry about the safety
cf the children on the playground."
1
AO:
4
An A-frame fencing and netting design has already been
P avi
installed at a cost of $5,500.
tie
About $2,000 of the in-kind
labor cost was provided by
t
e.40!
.14141:11614ABINIIIM
Murray Electric System and the
AINti."'t04,
4411
parks board; however Brown
paid about $3,500 of the cost
TOM BERRY/ Lodger & Timis
out of his own pocket for fcnc- Oak Hill Drive resident Harold 'Tommy" Brown and community volunteers erecte
d this A-frame
safoty netting to protect children from getting hurt by foul balls. The
playground lies between
II See Page 2A
baseball fields three and four.

Senate GOP leader hits Obama health plan

By BRUCE SCHRIEMER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Senate Republican leader Mitch
McConnell downplayed the
need for a comprehensive health
care overhaul, suggesting to a
friendly state fairgrounds audi-

ence Thursday that smaller steps
would improve the nation's
health care without a "massive
government overreach."
McConnell suggested tax
changes to lessen the cost for
individuals to purchase health
insurance coverage. He suggest-

ed incentives to encourage
healthier lifestyles, along with a
favorite GOP proposal — protecting doctors and hospitals
from "junk lawsuits" that he
said strap health providers with
huge legal costs.
"We don't need to do a corn-

prehensive bill. We need to target the problem," he said at the
Kentucky
Country
Ham
Breakfast, a Kentucky Farm
Bureau-sponsored event that
attracts the state's top political
leaders.
McConnell drew a standing

ovation from the large crowd, as
did Democratic Gov. Steve
Beshear. Both spoke without
having to fiz '1 questions from
the audience.
Speaking with reporters,

II See Page 2A
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C.C. tax rates ...
.from Front
bedded to keep the pupil rate at
43,866 while still mandating the
'llay raise. Hoskins said districts
could apply for stimulus funds
:to make up the difference,
•iyhich for Calloway will be
11.048,(/0). Funds have strict
Mage restnctions on what they
Tan be used for.
_The board also approved
gacement of a kindergarten stu-

i

minor earthquakes
:ilhake parts of Okla.
ADA,Okla.(AP) — At least
eight minor earthquakes have
;been recorded in Oklahoma in a
•:single day.
1 The latest was a 2.3 magni7.tude quake recorded at 11:15
p.m. Thursday. about 15 miles
;:northeast of Oklahoma City.
The National Earthquake
,Information Center recorded all
;eight earthquakes.
s No damage or injuries have
:been reported.

dent to first grade at the request
of parents and approval of a
committee. The student had
transferred in from out-of-state
and while being below the age
limit in Kentucky, had already
attended kindergarten in the
other state.
Hoskins gave a brief superintendent's update at the end of
the meeting. He said a drain was
blocked at East Elementary and
workers discovered concrete
inside the pipes. They will he
digging it up tonight and replacing it before school starts back
up Monday. Hoskins closed by
discussing the fall flu season
and H IN I. He said voluntary
vaccines for the common flu
and swine flu will be available,
and to not panic about HINI.
"It's no worse than the regular
flu," he said. "They've said
roughly one out of every four
people will have it. While 500
people have died in the nation
from it so far, 500 people die in
Kentucky every year from regular flu."
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•Safety...
From Front
ing, cables, posts, chain-link
fencing and other items.
The park's maintenance staff
assisted with the construction
as well as Brown's son, David.
Parks Supervisor Matt Martin
said the department was
pleased to work with Brown on
the project and approved his
request and design.
Brown said he was glad to
initiate the project, but is hoping community volunteers will
help him defray the cost.
"When the wonderful people
of Murray see the project, I am
sure they will want to defray
some of the expense Doris and
I have incurred, for which we
would be grateful."he said.
Brown is a former parks
board chairman tor the
Princeton-Caldwell
County
Department of Parks who
served for more than 20 years.
He commended
MurrayCalloway County for providing
quality recreational facilities
for youth.
Those wanting to help defray
Brown's costs on the project are
asked to send any donation to:
Tommy Brown, 1300 Oakhill
Drive, Murray, KY 42071.

NOTICE
•In order for NA to Isolate
a section of line for repairs.
there will be* brief power
outage
affecting
West
Kentucky R.E.C.C.'s Stella
substation. This outage will
occur at 12:01 a.m., Monday.
Sept. 7. The time off-line
should be very brief, according to TVA.
The outage is necessary in
order for TVA to make repairs
to their 181,000 volt transmission line, according to
Johnny Jackson. operations
manager.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1918.
For nest Results
Moe Your Ad
YAM Us

HAVVKINS TEAGUEA-edger Times
Murray Police and Fire department responders investigate the scens of an accident
Thursday
afternoon on U.S. Highway 641 North in front of Woodcrafter's Gallery.

Accident results in injuries, DUI charge
Staff Report
front of Woodcrafter's Galleries.
A Murray woman is in Heather Stone, 26, of Murray,
Nashville's Vanderbilt Medical was driving south when her car
Center today after crashing her left the road way and struck a
car on U.S. Highway 641 North mailbox and culvert, according
Thursday afternoon.
to an MPD press release. After
At approximately 12:37 p.m. colliding with the culvert, the
Thursday, the Murray Police vehicle rolled and landed upside
Department and Murray Fire down.
Department responded to a oneAfter firefighters extricated
vehicle accident on U.S. 641 in Stone from the vehicle, she
was

transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital by the M-CC
Ambulance Service and was
later transferred to Vanderbilt
Medical Center. Details on her
condition were not immediately
available Friday morning.
Police cited Stone for
allegedly driving under the
influence and failure to produce
insurance, it was reported.

III City Council updated...
From Front
water facility plan to the public
works. committee. Joe Pavoni
told committee members that
the Clean Water Act requires
municipalities to have a continuing plan to control water pollution. Another GRW representative, Todd Solomon, said that it
has been 10 years since Murray
updated its plan and 15 years
since the wastewater plant had a
major upgrade. He said the plant
was now at 95 percent capacity
and the state wants cities to
begin planning for expansion
when it reaches that level.
Public Works Director J. L.
Barnett said 4 million gallons of
water pass through the plant on
an average day and one inch of

rain increases that amount to 8
to 9 million. This is known as
"peak flow" and generally lasts
for several hours, he said. GRW
representative
Brad
Montgomery said it was not
possible at this point to estimate
how much the project would
cost if the city decides to hire
them.
In other city business:
• The
Public
Works
Committee
and
council
approved a $44,338.78 bid from
BTM Excavating for a sanitary
sewer extension project on
Brinn Road.
• The
Public
Safety
Committee and the council
approved bids from Parker Ford
for three new police cruisers.
The Crown Victoria Police

Call 7S3-1111111

Interceptors
will
cost
$21,684.63 each for a total of
$65,053.89. Police Chief Ken
Claud said the department had
budgeted $72,000 for the cruisers and this bid was very close
to the last vehicle purchase.
• The council also approved a
resolution allowing the mayor
to sign documents for FEMA
reimbursements for ice storm
cleanup under the Disaster
Relief Act. Lanier said the city
stood to collect more than
$400,000.
•The council approved the reappointment of Karen Welch to
the Architectural Review Board
and the appointment of Jason
Pittman , to the Planning
Commission to fill out Howard
Koenen's unfinished term.

II GOP leader hits Obama health plan...
From Front

noPUBLIC

WE'RE
A

ONE DAY SALE

McConnell declined to offer
odds on a health care bill passing Congress this year, but said
Senate Democrats need to pick
up
Republican
support.
Democ.-ats elected from GOPleaning
as will feel the heat
from constituents back home if
Democrats go it alone on health
care, he said.
"Those
people
need
Republican support for cover,"
McConnell said. 'They can't
explain it back home if there are
no Republicans."
McConnell said bipartisan

support already exists for insurance reforms dealing with such
industry practices as refusing to
cover pre-existing medical conditions.
In outlining his own proposals, McConnell said that a tax
code change would be "a good
first step."
He said individual purchasers
of health insurance should be
allowed to deduct those costs on
their tax returns,just as corporations providing health coverage
for their employees are allowed
to do.
"There's a way forward with-

out having this massive government overreach," he said in an
interview.
McConnell started his speech
with a tribute to Democratic
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, his
longtime colleague who died
Tuesday at age 77 after battling
brain
cancer.
Earlier,
McConnell told reporters that
the loss of Kennedy, a champion
of health care reform, would not
affect the outcome of the debate.
"The issue is just too big for
any one person, even a senator
as significant and influential as
Ted," McConnell told reporters.
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Jobless rule.noes; Calloway below 9 percent

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov.
Steve Beshear has directed that
U.S. and Kentucky flags at all
state office buildings remain
lowered to half-staff until sundown on August 30 in honor of
long-time U.S. Senator Edward
M. Kennedy of Massachusetts,
who died Tuesday following a
battle with brain cancer.
This order follows the
proclamation from President
Barack Obiuna on Wednesday
ordering the flag of the United
States to be flown at half-staff
at all public buildings and military stations until sunset on
August 30.
Sen. Kennedy will be buried
at
Arlington
National
Cemetery Saturday, Aug. 29.
"We are pleased to extend
this honor in Kentucky to Sen.
Kennedy, whose legislative
accomplishments on education,
civil rights, the minimum wage
and health care have done so
much to improve the lives of
ordinary
Kentuckians,"
Beshear said.
Gov. Beshear encourages
individuals, businesses, organizations and government agencies to join in this tribute by
lowering flags to half-staff in
honor of Sen. Kennedy.
Flag status information is
available
at
www.governor.ky.gov/flagstatus.htm.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Jobless rates are continuing to rise
in all 120 Kentucky counties.
The Office of Employment and Training released a report on
Thursday showing that the nation's economic woes cost Kentucky
more jobs in July.
Magoffin County had the highest unemployment rate in the state
in July at 19.6 percent. Jackson, Powell, Bath, Trigg and Metcalfe
counties all had unemployment rates of 16 percent or more.
Fayette County recorded the state's lowest jobless rate in July at
8.2 percent. Oldham, Boyd and Calloway counties were the only
other counties with jobless rates below 9 percent.

Budget director says Bimodal woes grossing

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— State Budget Director Mary Lassiter
says Kentucky agencies will be required to make even more cuts
to government services to deal with declining tax revenues.
Lassiter spoke to lawmakers on Thursday, providing a dismal
update on the state's finances.
Lassiter said the revenue outlook for the state has worsened to
the point that additional cuts have become necessary.
Gov. Steve Beshear had called for a 2.6 percent cut to state
ageacies to deal with a nearly SI biLion revenue shortfall. Lassiter
said those cuts will have to increased to 4 percent to deal with the
deteriorating financial situation.
Lassiter said "things are getting worse, not better." But she also
offered good news -- that mass layoffs will not be necessary.
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Claticsville police seek FL Campbell soldier

CLARKSVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— Police in Clarksville are looking for a Fort Campbell soldier after an overnight stabbing left a
man dead in Clarksville.
Officer Jim Knoll told WKRN-TV in Nashville that police have
obtained a criminal homicide warrant for the arrest of Donald Ray
Green Jr.
Green is wanted in a stabbing that occurred late Thursday night
in the parking lot of a supertnarket near the U.S. Army post.
Police said the victim -- whose name was not immediately
released — managed to walk across Fort Campbell Boulevard into
Kentucky before collapsing. He was pronounced dead at a hospital.
Knoll said military officials have not found Green on the post.
The officer said the suspect is originally from Texas.
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Mistrial declared as lawsuit tried

kidnapped woman hidden
in CA badywd for 18 years

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A federal judge in Lexington has
declared a mistrial in the case of a lawsuit against a Bourbon
County sheriff's deputy who shot a man.
•
Jurors had listened to three days of testimony in the Sept. 21,
2007, shooting of Robert Brewer by Deputy Ed Rodgers.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported jurors had been instructed to determine whether Rodgers acted reasonably in shooting
Brewer. Jurors repotted on Thursday they were deadlocked.
Brewer had been drinking and smoking marijuana and was in a
field when Rodgers thought he reached for a gun. The officer
fired, the bullets striking Brewer in the forearm, neck and chest.
Brewer died in February 2009 and his estate continued the lawsuit.

PLACERVILLE,
Calif.
(AP) — A girl snatched on her
way to school was hidden for
nearly two decades behind a
series of fences, sheds and
tents, even giving birth to her
suspected abductor's children
in the suburban backyard compound less than 200 miles from
her childhood home.
Jaycee Lee Dugard, who
Mamma Cave fighting invasive plants
was 11 when she was abducted
•
MAMMOTH CAVE. Ky.(AP)— OffiCials at Mammoth Cave .
from a South Lake Tahoe street
Nationa
l Park.have scheduled severalevans in an effort to cnotral
in 1991, was taken directly to
invasive VIOtic plants at thnpark.
the house and sheltered' from
Park officials say the weeds are crowding out and killing native
the world in a secret, leafy
plants on which natural ecosystems depend.
backyard, investigators said
Rick Olson, Mammoth Cave ecologist, said kudzu may be the
Thursday, after she was found
best-known invasive plant. He said it grows "at a tremendous rate
alive.
and is extremely difficult to control."
Her abductor, investigators
The first event to control exotic plants runs Sept. 8-14 and worksaid, raped her and fathered
ers will removed weeds including tree of heaven, crown vetch,
two children with her, the first
Johnson grass, and kudzu. Several others are scheduled throughout
when Jaycee was about 14.
the month.
•
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one of us has been
touched by sadness, but it that
sadness lingers, it might be time to
seek treatment.
Every

Introducing Lake Haven Behavioral Center
Medical Director
HCMC is pleased to expand our psychiatric services with
the addition of Jeffery Warren, MD,specializing in the
evaluation and treatment of child, adult, and geriatric
patients.

1027 Mineral Wells Avenue, Suite 7
Paris, TN 38242
731.642.7802
1.4
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From Front
years with the Titans, Wycheck said he couldn't
ask for a better experience and said he felt blessed
to be a part of it. He said the death of former
Titans quarterback and friend Steve McNair really put things into perspective for him on how delicate life is.
"It hammered home the message to live your
life better and tell family you love them because
tomorrow is not promised," he said. "Steve did so
much in the community and there are so many
negative stories about athletes but a lot of them
are great people that give back to the community."
Wycheck ended his address by fielding questions from the audience. He described the feeling
of confusion and excitement after the Music City
Miracle, a famous play at the end of the January
9, 2000 wild card playoff game against the
Buffalo Bills. With just seconds left in the game,
the Titans were down 16-15. Wycheck was handed the ball after Buffalo kicked off, and he pitched

a lateral to Kevin Dyson who ran a 75-yard touchdown to win the game for the Titans.
"It was just amazing," Wycheck said of the play.
"Every time I see the play it gives me chills."
When asked about his retirement, and said that
he felt he could play more but had a head injury
and thought the timing was right and wanted to go
out on his own terms.
"You want to feel good about it, it's important to
players to go out on their own terms," he said. "I
have no regrets."
He fielded a few current events questions, like if
Marvin Harrison was in Nashville yesterday (just
a rumor, he said), if the Titans punter in Dallas
was trying to hit the video board (probably not, he
said) and if showtiming in the NFL is acceptable.
"Yes, as long as it doesn't get out of hand. It's
hard to score a touchdown," he said.
Wycheck stuck around for a few minutes to sign
autographs, one of which was a ticket stub from
the wild card game in 2000 that already had
Dyson's signature on the stub.

Join the Club! It's Free & You'll

Save an Extra 20%*
on Everything' You Purchase
the 1st Tuesday of Every Month!
At your new Goody's. age definitely has its privileges. If you're 50 or over, you
can
enjoy your Private Day to Save each month just by joining Club 50 Plus
No sign•up fees, no monthly charges. ask any sales associate
for an applieation. show proof of age and you can start saving
the first Tuesday of every month, all year long.
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times

THURSDAY ACCIDENT: Kentucky State Police responded to a one-vehicle acciden
t at 1:49
p.m. Thursday. According to a KSP release, Robert Hargrove, 47, Murray, was driving southbound on Locust Grove Road when he apparently dropped off the shoulder, overcorrected,
came back across the road and overturned. Hargrove sustained no injuries and was taken to
the Calloway County Jail where he was charged with DUI 3rd offense and Driving on a DUI
Suspended Drivers' License, tile KSP reported. The report indicated Hargrove was wearin
ga
seatbelt. Calloway County Fire-Rescue assisted at the scene.
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Your Next Club 50 Day is Tuesday. September 1
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Babcock
will present
program
NASHVILLE. Tenn.. —
Squire Babcock, director of
Murray State University's MFA
in creative writing program, will
join acclaimed veteran journalist John Seigenthaler on his
show "A Word on Words," at
10:30 a.m., Sunday.
This signature Nashville
Public Television program has
been celebrating authors, literature and ideas for three decades.
On the show, Babcock will discuss his recently released novel,
The King of Gaheena.
Babcock can be reached for
comment
at:
squire.babcock@mumlystate.edu
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Information events for
Holiday Event Guide wanted

Ws

Any organization with a holiday event that
would like to have the event featured in the
2009 Holiday Event Guide may contact the
Murray Convention & Visitors Bureau. The
guide is published in early October; therefore
any events occurring in October, November
and December can be included.
'lb submit an event,e-mail the information
Including • contact phone number to
stephanie butler@tounnurray.cesn, or call
Butler at 759-2199.

Datsboolt

Photo provided
CONCERT GIVEN: A group of Gravy Ottway's music students
performed selections of instrumental and vocal Bluegrass music for the residents of Wesley at Murray
Retirement Center
and the residents provided a dessert buffet. Performing were, from
left, front row, Coleman
Austin, Bella Swain, Rachel Harris, Julia Herds, and Andia Karanj
a; second row, Tucker and
Lily Swain;.third row, Larua Hawkins, Jordan Hanle, Meths' Karanja
and Joan Bowker, back
Mary Louise Lyons, Greg Wood, Speedy Wyatt, Gary Evitts (Mend)
, and instructor, Canny
Ottway.
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By Jo Burioren
Park pool dates released
Community
The swimming pool at the Murray Park will
Editor
be open on Saturday and Sunday, and Sept. 5,6
and 7. Hours will be noon to 7 p.m. Saturday, I
to 6 p.m. Sunday and noon to 7 p.m. on Labor Day.

Fort Heiman Camp will meet
Fort Heiman Camp 1834 of the Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Monday at 7 p.m. in the conference room of the east end
of First United Methodist Church. Any person who has Confederate
ancestors and the Mut history of the Southern cause is invited to.'
attend. For more information call Barry Grogan at 436-2602 or
Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.
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New Concord group to meet

Allie Grace
McNutt
Mr. and Mrs. John McNutt of
Claytontown Road, Buchanan,
Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Allie Grace McNutt,
born on Friday, Aug. 14, 2009 at
9:14 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
2 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former
Cindy Rowers. Three brothers
are Garrett. Zachary and Aaron.
Grandparents are Ray and
Nancy Flowers of Buchanan
and the late Brent and Marie
McNutt of Murray.

Raylee Nichole
McClure

MWC Board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet.
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. The meeting date is changed
because of the Labor Day holiday.

Open 'Fryouts for U9 Saturday

Photo

mulcted
Pictured are members of the 1964 graduatkig class of Conaway County
High School at the 45year reunion.

CCHS Class of 1964 holds 45 year reunion

Mr. and Mn. Jonathan
Menize of May at the parents of a daughter, Raylee
The 1964 graduating class of Jones Roberts, Kay Tucker &
Buel Stalls, Don Marine,
Nichole McClure, born on - Callow
ay County High School Marasco, Janice Collins Rose, Eddie Morgan
, Dan. Kelly,
Monday, Aug. 3, 2009, at 7:45 recentl
y held its 45 year reunion Nancy Scull Jeffery, Linda Bobby...Bazz
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
eil,.
&mune
.t r .1 in the Murray Room at Murray Wilson Orr, Donna Lassiter Buchanan,Earl Satterwhite,
County Hospital.
Phil
State
University's Regional Jackson, Sandra
Harmon Lavender,
llie baby weighed 8 pounds
Special Events Center.
Barron, Martha Kelly Crick,
Jimmy Conley, Carol Jane
1 ounce and measured 20 3/4
The class of 1964 was the first Manta Evans Butteen, Marie Bucy
inches. The mother is the forme
McClard, Sandra
Britany Mculnton A Rime is elm at callicpter °MIRY $igh Hoke Kaei. Carolyn Cons* Alexander Ray, Cynthia Ezell
School to• crappie*, Ill .Aez Them Nancy Repo
Hart, Larry Herndon, Paul
Lexi McClure.
Edward Black ay1. Wayne Garrison, Cecil Lovett,
Orsadpsreets are llirry and years in the t721/ 11113001.
Sus Stsbblifisld Claire Owens Jones, Gary
Delon McCeistec and Nick seembers who atiestried are as Shirley
Clanisso. Cholas ilarto, Smotherman, Mike Charlton
lied Debbie McClure, all ur follows;
1anith Green Elkins. Phyllis Franklin Carrell, Bobby Barren and Gaynel
Murray.
l Morrison Pritchett.
Great-grandparents are Cozy
McCuiston, Marshall and
Bobby Higgins, and Carolyn
McClure, all of Murray.
The following is a reminder of an event sched- Church, Hazel. A recepti
on will follow the cereuled for this weekend,that was recently published mony. All relatives and friends
are invited.
in the Murray Ledger & Thies.
Um and Mary Beth Carruthers of Murray
Susan Christine lialland, daughter of will be honored at a recepti
on, hosted by their
Stephen and Lynda Holland, and Devlin Grey children and grandchildren,
in celebration of their
histibew of Tim and lbnya Dix of Almo and 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Aug.
29,
sou of Phillip Dix and the late Sandra Richmond, 2009, from 2 to 4 p.m.
in the Welcome Center of
will be learried Saturday,Aug. 29,2009,at6 p.m. First Baptist Church, 201
South 4th St., Murray.
at $ee* Pleasant Grove United Methodist All relatives and friends are invited.
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Free soccer event aim
ed at fighting childhood obesity
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moviesinmurfay
Halloween 2
R 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:20 - 9:40

District 9
R - 1:10 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:50

The Time Traveler's Wife
113- 1:40 - 3:55 - 7:10

Final Rethinks ID

311,
B- 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:00 - 9:10
EEP
'
7
"C

•S

Inglourious Basterds
R - 12:45 - 3:45 - 6:45 • 9:45

Shorts

• PG - 1:05 - 7:05
G.I. Joe
PG13 - 3:10 - 9:00

Julie & Julia
1k13 - 1:30 - 4:00 - 6:50 - 926
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New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday at 7 p.m.::
at New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church. Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum will be the speaker. All residents of the area are urged to
attend.

PADUC_AH. Ky. — Fox soccer clioicsand other fun activities are planned for children
ages 5+ during the Futskilz
Soccer Training's Fight Against
Childhood Obesity from 9 a.m.
to noon Saturday. Sept. 5, at the
McCracken County Soccer
Complex.
Participants will visit different stations during the day.
including soccer clinics taught
by Futskilz founder Heidi
Mueller, a professional soccer
trainer.
Cardiologist
Patrick
Withrow, M.D., vice president
and chief medical officer at
l'Iit

; ; ;1

Western Baptist Hospital, will
spook about the dangers of
childhood obesity. Cardiac nurses how Western Baptist will
provide educational activities on
good diet and exercise choices
for children. Orthopedic surgeon Brian Kern, M.D., of The
Orthopaedic Institute of Western
Kentucky, will also participate.
National surveys show that
20 percent of preschoolers and
30 percent of school-age children are overweight, with 15
percent of school-age children
considered obese. In the last 20
years, the number of overweight
children has doubled, while the
number of obese adolescents has
tripled.
"As a professional soccer

I

ANNUAL
MEETING

trainer and former world class
athlete, I have a deep passion in
ensuring kids today are making
healthy lifestyle choices about
their foods," Mueller said. "It is
so easy to get in the routine of
fast food due to hectic schedules, and it is slowly killing our
children and affecting them in
so many terrible ways."
Sponsors
are
Western
Baptist, The Orthopaedic
Institute of Western Kentucky,
Chalke Chiropractic, ThorntonGreen Attorneys at Law and the
McCracken County Youth
Soccer Association.
Registration begins at 8:30
a.m. the day of the event or can
be completed in advance at
www.finskilz.com.
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2010 Murray Breds Baseball announces open tryouts for its U9
Select Baseball Team to be held Saturday at 1 p.m. on Field 03 of
Murray/Calloway Central Park. Prospective players must still be 9
yLars old on April 30, 2010. The Murray Breds are a competitive ,
travel team, although most games will be played within a 1.5 hour.,
drive or less. For more information contact Glenn Fritts at 270-2937068, Jeremy Stom at 270-205-2224 or Das Myhand at 270-836-;
6688.

MMS tryouts scheduled
Murray Middle School will have basketball tryouts for boys in
7th and 8th grade on Saturday and Monday. The 7th grader tryouts
are at 9 to 10:30 a.m. on Saturday and 3:30 to 5 p.m. on Monday.
The 9th grader tryouts are 10:30 a.m. to noon on Saturday and 7:30
to,9 p.m. on Monday. Students must attend at least one of the two
tryout date sessiplis.
'

MIMES Football plans event

Murray Middle School Football will host a fish fry catered by
Holmes Family Restaurant on Sunday from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m..
at the MMS cafeteria. Tickets are $10 for adults and $8 for children,
12 and under, and may be purchased from any MMS football player or at the door Sunday.

Farmers' Market Saturday

The Fanners' Market of Murray and Calloway County is now
open for the season each Tuesday and Saturday from 7 a.m. to
I
p.m.(until sold out)at the Calloway County Fairgrounds, located
on
Ky. Hwy. 121 North, Murray. The group will now take EBT
(Food
Stamp)and debit cards.

Downtown Market Saturday

The Downtown Market is open Saturday from 7 a.m. to
noon on
Murray's Court Square. For more information call Murray
Main
Rivet, 759-9474 or Martha Ails, market coordinator,
753-7222.

MMS Band plans event

Murray Middle School Tiger Band will have a car
wash on '
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Walgreens, corner
of 12th and
Main Streets. The money raised by the students will
go toward
transportation costs for the year, as well as the purchas
e and maintenance of instruments and equipment.

VFW Post plans family event

Veterans and their families are invited to a picnic
in the MurrayCalloway County Park near the school house on
Sunday at 3 p.m..
This event is being sponsored by Veterans of
Foreign Wars Post.
6291 of Murray.

Reformers'group will meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions
program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood
Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more
information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at
6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is
invited.

Twin Lakes Club plans event

Twin Lakes Coon Club will host the Kentuc
ky Squirrel Rifle'
Shoot on Saturday at noon. The League of
Kentucky Sportsmen
sponsors this statewide program designed to
provide a safe competitive shooting program for all of Kentucky's
youth and to familiarize the youth and the general public with
the League of Kentucky
Sportsmen and Local Sportsmen's Clubs around
the state. The Rini!
Shoot will be at the club in Hardin which
will be followed by a
youth coon hunt and hot dog roast. Shooting
Classes will be for
Boys 17 to 20 years old, 13 to 16 years, 10 to
12 years,9 years old
and under, and Girls, 17 to 20 years old.
There is no cost to participate. For more information contact Grant
Black at 437-4850.

Fire-Rescue plans fundraiser

Calloway County Fire-Rescue will conduct its
annual fundraiser
in the form of a mailer to county residents this
week. The mailer
constitutes the only fundraiser the squad conduct
s, and is to ask for.
donations for the rescue division which is not
supported by tax revenue, and is funded solely on a donation basis,
according to Earl
Hicks, chief, and Terry Ridgley, board
chairman. All residents
should receive a flyer in the mail in the next few
days, and the squad
asks that everyone take time to read it and
contribute as they can
Questions can be directed to the main station at
101 East Sycamore
St., Murray, or by phone at 753-4112.
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Afghans decry U.S. destruction of medical clinic
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The funeral for Euel Burkeen will be Saturday
at II a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kendrick
Lewis and
Rev. Howard Welch will officiate. Singing will
be by the
Independence Church Choir. Pallbearers will be
Stephen, Thrry,
Tinuny and Larry Wayne Burkeen, Chris Cobb, Ross
Elkins and
Jamie Coleman. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5
to 9 p.m.
today (Friday).
Mr. Burkeen. 83, Murray, died Wednesday. Aug. 26,
2009 at
11:38 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He
retired as
supervisor over the housekeeping department at Murray
State
University and was a member of Independence United Methodis
t
Church.
Preceding him in death were three sisters, Treva Burkeen,
Geneva Wright and Mary Phillips Spann, and two brothers,
Rudy
and Edison Burkeen. Born March 17, 1926 in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Willie Burkeen and Nellie Childress Burkeen.
Survivors include his wife, Jean Griffin Burkeen, to whom be
was mewled Dec. 17, 1949 in Murray; two daughters, Cheryl
Johnson and husband Mike, Huntsville, Ala., and Donna Cobb and
husband, Lewis, Murray; one son, Steve Burkeen and wife,
Deborah, Murray; three sisters, Livie Fennell and Ovena Eugley,
both of Murray, and Virginia Coleman and husband, John, Dexter;
six grandchildren. Kimberly Bazzell, Rochelle and Chelsea
Underwood, Stephen and Amy Burkeen and Christopher Cobb; six
gnat-grandchildren, Ross, Brian and Austin Elkins, Sara and Briley
Underwood and Halley Futrell.

WS. Males labidosth Cox Draftee
The funeral for Mrs. Martha Elizabeth Cox
Draffen will be today (Friday) at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev.
Calvin Wilkins will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Briensburg Cemetery, Benton. Visitation is now
at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Briensburg Cemetery Fund, do George Locker,
3694 U.S. Hwy.68 E, Benton, KY 42025.
Mrs. Draffen,88,Benton,died Wednesday,Aug.
Draftan
26, 2009, at the Sulky House, Benton. She was a
registered nurse who worked for the Marahall County Health
Department and was a member of Briensburg Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were two daughters, JermiLynn Draffen
and Jonda Gail Story; her parents, Adus Uoyd Cox and Icy Dora
Franklin Cox; eight brothers and sisters.
Survivors include one son. Doug Draffen, Benton; three grandchildren, Doug Story and wife, Kim, Kirksey, Matt Story and wife,
Jill, Benton, and Jennie Lynn Hughes and husband, Bill, West
Paducah; four great-grandchildren.

Rev. Kent L Jackson
The funeral for Rev. Kent R. Jackson will be today (Friday) at 1
p.m. at Lone Oak First Baptist Church. Dr. J. Robert White and Dr.
Dan Surrunerlin will officiate. Burial follow in the Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens. Visitation is now at the church. Milner and Orr
Funeral Home, Paducah, is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak First Baptist
Church, 3601 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003 or The
Centurymen Singing Group, P.O., Box 293232, Nashville, TN ,
37229. Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.corn.
Rev. Jackson, 68, Padticehl died TUeglay, Aug., 7.3, 2009,. at bis
home. He was born Nov. 19, 1940, in Windsor, Mo., to the late
Belford and Mildred Ruffin Jackson.
He was a 1964 graduate of University of Missouri and a 1966
graduate of New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. His career
as minister of music spanned several decades and he served several
churches, including First Baptist in Kilgore, Texas, (1966-1972),
Trinity Baptist, Memphis, TN (1972-1986), First Baptist, Paducah
(1986-1998; and First Baptist, LaCenter (1998-2000). In addition,
he served as director/instructor with Mid-Continent College; interim
music specialist with Georgia Baptist Convention; and consultant
with Georgia Baptist Convention until his retirement in 2006. He
served as interim minister of music at First Baptist Church, Murray,
in 2008.
A soloist and music director, he was frequently chosen to lead
music conferences, perform as a guest soloist, coordinate music
workshops, lead mission trips to foreign countries, and direct choirs
and presentations. Since 1972, he was a member of The
Centurymen, a select group of Ministers of Music within the
Southern Baptist Convention. The group took international tours to
Russia, Eastern Europe, China and Brazil. He served as president in
1993.
Survivors include his wife, Lucretia Robinson Jackson, to whom
he had been married for 47 years; one son, Dr. Brad Jackson,
Denver, Colo.; one daughter, Melissa Hawkins and husband,
Spencer, Paducah; three grandchildren, Courtney, Nathan and
Abigail Hawkins; one brother, Dr. Darrell Jackson and wife, Ann,
Lohman, Mo.; several nieces and nephews.

Ralph H. Vrnams k
The funeral for Ralph H. Williams Jr. was Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Masonic rites were also
at 7 p.m. at the funeral home.
• Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, 3140 Parisa Dr., Paducah, KY 42003 or Masonic Homes of
Kentucky,240 Masonic Home Drive,Masonic Homes of KY 40041,
or a favorite charity.
Mr. Williams Jr., 73, Mayfield, died Tuesday, Aug. 25, 2009, at
9:30 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired school teacher from the Toms River, N.J., School
System and from Rickel Home Center, Bricktown, NJ., he was of
Episcopal faith.
Survivors include his wife, Rosemarie Williams, to whom he had
been married for 43 years; one daughter, Melanie Smith and husband, Ron,Belle Center, Ohio;one sister, Barbara Williams, Seaside
Park. NJ.; three grandchildren; one great-grandchild; several nieces
and nephews.

Mrs. &soda Jo Midler
A memorial service for Mrs. Brenda Jo Shaffer was Monday,
Aug. 24, 2009, at 2 p.m. at Linwood Baptist Church, Magnolia, with
Shelton officiating. Brooks Funeral Home of
Bro. Terry
Munfordville was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Shaffer, 63, Magnolia, died Friday, Aug. 21, 2009, at her
home. A homemaker, she was member of Linwood Baptist Church
and worked with the Linwood Fire Department. She was a member
of Munfordville Lions Club and a past commander of Mid-Illinois
Power Squadron. Her hobbies were boating. gardening, arts and
crafts.
Preceding her in death were her father, Eugene McManamy, one
brother. Jerry McManamy, and a sister. Donna Warren
Survivors include her husband, Glenn Shaffer; one daughter,
Donna Shaffer, Bloomington, Ill.; two sons. Glenn Shaffer III and
wife, Cecelia, Decatur. 111., and Roger Shaffer and wife, Lisa,
Heyworth, III., one granddaughter, Kelly Jo Shaffer; her mother,
Ruth Trimble, Murray.
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KABUL (AP) — The U.S.
military's decision to use a helicopter gunship to fire on a medical clinic where an injured
Taliban
commander .had
bunkered was a violation of
Islamic and international law, a
parliamentarian representing the
region said this morning.
The U.S. military has said its
troops only opened fire on the
clinic after they were fired on
and had ensured there were no
civilians inside. The military
also said both the provincial
governor and the clinic's doctor
gave them permission to open
fire. After the fighting, Afghan
and U.S. forces met with villagers and discussed rebuilding
the clinic, a U.S. summary of the
meeting said.
Wednesday's battle started
after a wounded Taliban commander sought treatment at a
clinic in the Sar Hawza district
of eastern Paktika province.
Afghan forces tipped off to his
presence went to the center and
got in a five-hour firefight with
militants, the governor's office
has said. U.S. forces later provided backup, including the helicopter.
A lawmaker representing
Paktika said other options
should have been more seriously

considered.
"There must have been
another way or tactic to use to
get to him without destroying
the hospital," said Khalid
Faroqi, who is also from Sat
Hawza district. The targeted
insurgent leader was injured in
the attack.
"It is an offense to shoot on a
hospital like that," he said. "The
international forces should have
higher standards than the insurgents."
Afghanistan's health minister, however, defended the
troops' actions, saying the insurgents violated the sanctity of the
clinic by bringing their guns
inside. He said they hid the
weapons under their clothes, and
that they were the first to fire.
The Mahan turned the clinic
into a bunker, he said, and the
U.S. forces were needed to rout
them out.
"The coalition forces were
obliged because the police were
under fire. If they hadn't come
all those police would have
died," said Health Minister
Mohammad Amin Fatemi.
He said the clinic was almost
completely destroyed, but said
the military is making adequate
reparations by agreeing to build
a 40-bed clinic, double the size

of the previous facility, which
was often overcrowded.
Human rights group Amnesty
International has urged NATO
forces to launch a "transparent,
credible" investigation into the
attack, saying the military
alliance may have violated international laws of war that protect
wounded fighters getting medical aid.
"If the Taliban used the clinic
as a shelter to fire from, they've
committed a serious violation,"
Amnesty official Sam Zarifi said
in a statement Thursday. "But if
they were using the clinic for
health care, NATO forces had no
business firing on the clinic,
even if they had cleared out
civilians from the facility."
A U.S. military spokeswoman said no investigation is
planned because the operation
went off with all necessary consideration for civilian life and
government permissions.
"The protection that sites like
hospitals and clinics and
mosques have ceases to be true
when we're being fired on from
them," said It. Crtidr. Christine
Sidenstricker, a U.S. military
spokeswoman. She added that
the helicopter was only brought
in as a last resod.
"When the helicopter fired on

it (the clinic), it ended the conflict. This was an ongoing battle
in a compound. There's value to
bringing that to a close,Sidenstricker said.
In northern Kunduz province,'
meanwhile. NATO and Afghan
forces searching a residential,
compound for suspected militants were caught up in a gunbattle with insurgents.
Several militants were killed-in Thursday's shootout outside
Chehar Darrechi village, including a female militant who shot at •
NATO troops, said Capt. Jon.
Stock, a spokesman for the .;
international force.
Stock declined to say exactly,
how many militants were killed,
but he said it was fewer than 10'
people. The troops found rocketpropelled grenades, along with it:
handful of guns and grenades in :
the compound.
One civilian was injured by a.
gunshot in the arm and taken to
a military hospital. NATO said.
No NATO or Afghan forces'
were wounded.
Also Thursday, a roadside'
bomb killed three police officers'
in eastern Laghman province,'
said Sayid Ahmad Safi,
spokesman for the provincial
governor.

Spending up in July despite flat personal income
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Consumer spending edged up in
July with help from the popular
Cash for Clunkers program, but
household incomes, the fuel for
future spending increases, were
flat.
Consumer spending is the big
question mark as the economy
struggles to emerge from the
longest recession since World
War II. Economists worry that
households hurt by rising unemployment, weak income growth
and depleted investments will
not provide the support the
economy needs to rebound to
sustained
growth.
The
Commerce Department said

Friday that consumer spending
rose 0.2 percent in July, matching economists' expectations.
Personal
incomes
were
unchanged last month, a weaker
showing than the expected 0.2
percent gain.
With incomes flat in July as
spending rose, the personal savings rate dipped slightly to 4.2
percent from 4.5 percrnt in June.
The savings rate was 2.6 percent
a year ago. Economists expect
the savings raft to rise in coming
months to around 6 percent as
workers try to rebuild depleted
nest eggs. The process of
rebuilding savings is one of the
factors expected to depress con-

sumer spending and weaken the to fall 1.1 percent.
broader recovery.
The Federal Reserve has.
The modest rise in spending pushed a key interest rate to it
last month followed a 0.6 per- record low near zero in an effort''
cent jump in June, a gain driven to boost the economy and is"
by a surge in gasoline prices. pledging to keep rates low for a
Adjusting for inflation, spending considerable period even as the
rose 0.2 percent in July, and 0.1 economy begins to grow again.
percent in June.
The Fed is able to make that
The unchanged reading for pledge because inflation is not a
personal incomes followed large problem. A price gauge tied to
swings in the previous two consumer spending was down
months that reflected payments 0.4 percent in July, reflecting the
to individuals from the govern- drop in energy prices. Excluding
ment's $787 billion economic food and energy, the price gauge
stimulus program. Those pay- showed a 0.1 percent rise, anti
ments pushed incomes up 1.4 over the past year increased 1.4
percent in May and their percent, well within the Fed's
absence in June caused incomes comfort zone for inflation.

Pregnant women, new parents urged to get flu shots
WASHINGTON- (AP) A--,1-1
Heakirtiffitiatrare strestiimglhai.
it is vital for pregnant woMen
and new parents to get the swine
flu vaccine to protect themselves and their children.
In the words of Tina Johnson
of the American College of
Nurse-Midwives: "By not getting the flu yourself, you are
going to protect your children
better."
Dr. Anne Schuchat of the

Certkii for.Diatiase Control and
PreVeminn said at a 'briefing
Thuzsday that women of any
trimester should get the vaccine.
-There's no benefit to waiting until you're out of the first
trimester," added Dr. Laura
Riley of Massachusetts General
Hospital.
The swine flu, also known as
HINI, first appeared in the
spring, and then spread to the
southern hemisphere where

[hominids have been infected. It
is expected to return this fall.
when the normal flu season
arrives in this hemisphere.
Vaccine for the seasonal flu is
available in many parts of the
country now and testing is under
way for the swine flu vaccine,
which is expected to be available in October. Experts urge
people to get both seasonal and
swine flu vaccinations, and not
to wait to get them together.

Asked if there will be swine
flu *vaccines available without
the preservative Thimerosal, Dr..
Anthony Fauci, director of the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Disease, said yes.
Fauci said there is no evidence that Thimerosal poses any
medical hazard, but because,
some people are concerned.
about it a form of the vaccine,
without it will be available.

Obama education bill to benefit K-12, college aid
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Smack Mama says a
bill in Congress would help him
send millions more Americans
to college. But the measure may
fall short of Obarne's goal.
The bill would boost Pell
Grants for needy students. But it
does nothing to curb college
costs, which rise much faster
than Pell Grants do.
And it spends precious federal dollars on things that don't
help pay for college, such as
construction at K-12 schools
and new preschool programs.
Lawmakers have an estimated
$87 billion to spend on the legislation, but less than half of the
money would go to Pell Grants.
The bill would do some
things to help college students.
It would ensure lower interest
rates for need-based college
loans. It would shorten the
labyrinthine college aid form. It
would provide money for states
and schools to improve college
access and graduation rates. And
it would provide more college
aid to veterans.
As a result, it has widespread
support and is expected to win
approval in the House when

lawmakers return from their
August break. Then it begins the
trek through the Senate.
But even supporters agree
that to reach Obama's goal,
Congress would have to go
much further.
"I think it's a big step, but I
don't think it's enough," said
Sandy Baum of the College
Board, the nonprofit devoted to
college access that owns the
SAT and AP tests.
A look at what Obama and
other Democrats are promising,
and at what their bill would
actually do:
"This legislation will also
help us reach the goal I set out in
Michigan this week to graduate
5 million more Americans from
conununity colleges by 2020,"
Mania said.
College in the United States
is only getting more expensive,
with the cost growing faster than
the cost of health care.
The foundation for federal
college aid is the Pell Grant,
which is for low-income students and, unlike a loan, does
not have to be repaid.
When Pell Grants began in
1973, they provided more than

General: Only 50,000
troops in Iraq in one year
SHUAIBA PORT, Kuwait troops by the end of August
(AP) — The U.S. Army chief of 2010 with all troops gone by the
staff says he expects the number end of 2011.
of American troops in Iraq to go
Gen. Casey said it was too
down to around 50,000 by this early to say if the recent spike in
time next year.
violence in Iraq will have an
Gen. George Casey spoke impact on the drawdown strateduring a brief visit this morning gy. He said he expected the
to Kuwait's Shuaiba port which security situation there to conwill be playing a key role in the tinue to "ebb and flow" over the
withdrawal of American forces next months and years.
from neighboring Iraq.
Kuwait has been a major ally
President Barack Obama has of Washington since the 1991
decided to remove all combat Gulf War.

enough to cover tuition and fees
at a public four-year college,
where most students are
enrolled. The maximum grant
then was $452; tuition and fees
were about $438.
That's no longer the case.
'The maximum Pell Grant last
year was $4,731; public college
tuition and fees were $6,585.
Not every grant recipient
receives the maximum.
Community colleges still
charge less, about $2,400 on
average. Private schools charge

Ar

i)(

a lot more, about $25,000.
Regardless, tuition at every
type of college has risen faster :
than Pell Grants have, and the
disparity would worsen under
the bill.
That might actually work
against Obaina's goal.
If college tuition is increasing
faster than grants, students may
be forced to take on more loan
debt, which could have a negative impact on their access to
college, industry analyst Mark
Kantrowitz said.
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
W11111111
01140111111110$410, ,
SEVE11111 DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat. WOO a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat 10:16 a.m

Annan

ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1211 Mayfield Highway. Bentori. KY 42023
270 S17-8002

Ser.ice
10:00 a.m
reaq Dm Services mitten the Rector 252.3389

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FRLLOWSHIP
Sunday
10:00 a.m
Thesday
6:45 p.m.
Thursday
6:45 pm.

ASSCIMILIOS

me

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:90 a.m
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Well"
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
COLDWATIR BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45
Morning Services
1100 am.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER lawman CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training
500 p.m.
ENIMANUIL MIESSIONARY
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Afternoon Worship
600 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS Ramon
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship
1100 am.& 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
W45 a.m.
Worship 8:30 & 10:55 am.& 6 p.m.
FLOM sArrisr
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 cm_
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPI MUMIONART
Sunday School
9:30 am.
Worship
10:45 am.
CE
Sunday School
GRAWin:A
Worship
10:45 II
FASTWOOD
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 am.&6p.m.
Wednesday
7 pm.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools 8:00.9:15 & 10:30 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:90 cm.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:90 p.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service 11:00 am.& 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Awana
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Training Union
5:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

L.

LEDELTTER MISSIONARY RAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
11 a.m. & 8 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.

0

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
let Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
11111:11101tLaJL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT ROSES rslIZWILL RAPTU1T
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Woruhip
1100 a.m.
NEW MT.CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROV1DCNCR
Sunday School
10:00 am_
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
01110189 MIAMI.
Sunday School
1000 am.
Preeching
1100 a.m.
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
6:00 p.m
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11 am.& 6 p.m.
SALMI BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 cm.
Worship
10:30 a.m. a 6 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
SCOTT'S GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awsluining
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wedneeday
7 p.m.
SOUTH MAIRSUALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m..0:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 pm.
RIPIENCI CREEK
Sunday School
9:00
Worship Services
10
Discipleship'Dearing
6 p.m.
Sr.JOHN
Sunday Scheel
Morning Warship

v

Being A Friend

There ate many different kinds of
friendship; and they often initially
develop simply because of shared
common interests. For example,
friends who play tennis or go bowling together may never see each
Wier, off of the court or outside the
bowling alley Friendships can also
develop because the friends listen to
each other and share intimate parts
of their lives with each other. The listening and sharing that
take place in these relationships usually create a bond of love
and caning which makes them deeper and more meaningful
than the friendships of shared common interests. But, there is
an even deeper level of friendship wherein friends value and
respect each other's goodness. These friends may share common interests, and may listen and share intimacies with each
other, but they also believe in the essential goodness of the
other. This type of friendship is deeper than the other two,
because the bonds created by respect for the friend's goodness
is not a transitory thing like the shared interest or the shared
intimacy. In fact, we may withhold our deepest love or friendship from those whom we deem not to be good people.
Conversely, when we really love someone we may feel the
need to be a good person so as not to lose the respect of our
beloved. And, we may be more honest with a friend about
their moral failings than we would be with a casual acquaintance. So, we should make ourselves a good friend by cultivating virtue, and take our responsibility to our friends seriously,even if that means occasionally pointing out their moral
failings, which we should always do in private.

IRSTSOLIC
St RIZ= CATTIOUC CHURCH
Saturday Maas
4:00 p.m.
Bundy/ Uses
10:30 a.m.
ST LEO CATHOUiC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Massie
8 a.m. & 11 a.m.

GMT=
AURORA cesarnAri
Worship
H a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Steady Sunday
10 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
MAW CHRISTIAN
Celebration Service
9:00 am.
Sunday School
9:00 cut
Warship Service
10:15 a.m.
MURRAY auturnAN FILLOWHIIP
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:10 cm.
Evening Service
600 p.m.

01111,111 MOOS111111111
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Reeding Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
7:30 p.m

COSMO
ALNIO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

MASONS CHAPEL UNTIED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Warship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Youth Service 8:30 p.m.

IIIIKOH FULL GOSPEL ASIMOUIL
Thursday Night
700 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m
Sunday Limning
7:00 p.m.

PALRSTINE UNTIED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

UNITY OF win FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p m.

swum CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Warship
Sunday School
11:00 am.

CHURCH OF TIM LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 stn.
Worship
11:30 are. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7pm.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.

LOOMS PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
6:45 mm.
Morning %setup
10:45 am.

COLDWATER CRUNCH OF MEN
Sunday School
9:30 am.
Morning Worship
10:15 amt.
Zemin Wang*
6:00 pm.
Wed. Bible Study
700 p.m.
DErnie
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10110 sias. &0-00 am.
11/42810110 1t
\-4n -7.0414
,
rantmestin.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Morning Warship
11 a.m.
trening Warship
6 pat.
Wednesdsy Warship
7 p.m.
GRIM PLAIN
Bills Study
10:00 a.m.
10:45 a m.
manilas thorvice
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 cm.
Evening Worship
600 pm.
Mid-Week WorahM
700 p.m.
HICKOK!CROWE CSURCH OF MIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 cm.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRJUIRY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
ME MIER CHURCH OF CHEM
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Wet-ship
11:00 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

HURRAY RIETORAIION
1111ANCIT OF JESUS MUST
Morning Warship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 am.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

JEBOVAITE wnwess
Public Talk
9:30 am
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

NEW CONCORD
.Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 cm
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9:00 a m
Worship
10:00 a.m & 6:00 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

BETHEL UNTIND
Morning Worship
9:30 cm.
Sunday School
10:90 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

COLES CABIPDSOUND
j
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
0:60 a.m.

WERT MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:60 am.
Evening Warship
6:00 p.m.

DRETZR-HARDIN UNTIED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
600 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

FIRST UNTIED urrunourr
Warship
8:45 & 11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

MIN Orli= WM
Of menu NIMOM

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a m

onuomonioni

111110015 CHAPEL UNTIED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 cm
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
!
Cl°194WPW41
Ounday.School
10:00 SAL
Worship
11:00 am.

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
HABIL UNTIED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
1.14DEPENDIENCE UNTIED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.

CIERISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.

RA
Sunday School
Morning Worship

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 cm

LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
MARTINS CHAPEL manta
Worship Service
9:00 am.
Sunday School
10:30 cm.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10:00 am.
Wedneeday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m

SETH=FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 arm: & 600 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.mErn's% APOSTOUC
PENITCOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Warship Service
11:00 cm.
Sunday Night
5:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.

/111111111111 INTORNO

SECOND STREW
Morning Worship
10:46 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 pan.
Guramtus ROAD CRUNCH OFCREW
Worship
6 a.m.,9 a.m. &6 p.m.
Bible Study
10:16
Wed_ Bible Study
7 pm.
UNION GROVE - 1- !
Menting Warship
• ••‘••10016 e.m..•
&maim Worship
•
, 640,
UNIVERSITY
Bilibr Clasen
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

MOM&

PCIITOCIPSTIL

WIADDLR CRECE CHURCH
Sunday Meriting
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Evening
630 p.m.

DIMANUIEL LUTHISIAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.

er.JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10:30 a.ta.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Timeday
12:00 p.m

NAIIIIIMIC
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:46 ass.
Morning Worship
1046 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 pip
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.

NEW USE CHRISTIAN CIENTIR
Sundays
10:30 a.m.
Wednesdays
7:00 p.m.

IN11001111

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a m
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

WAY16101 CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
15:00 cm.
Morning Service
11:00 cm.

MGM*PRAlint
WORSHIP csrirsa
Praise and Worship 10:90 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.

profuse are the kisses ofan enemy.
R.S.V. Proverbs 27:6

TEMI'LE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 cm.
Preaching
10:00 a.m

HARMONY MIN14014111 CRUNCH
I I/2 miles west at limn Greve
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:46 a.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.

Faithful are the wounds ofa friend;

9:80 cm.
11 a.m.

fIUGAR AMER
Sunday School
10 cm.
Warships
11
&6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
arm FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Wedniseday Roaming
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
&-00 pm.
WIESIIIIDE marrow CHURCH
Sunday School
9:110 a.m.
Wand*
10:30 a.m. & 6 pm,
Weessmisty
7 p.m.
,119111LINT SLAPTIST CHUIIMp.;
Sunday School
10 hrer.
%NW*
11 am.& 6 p.m.
!Wednesday
7 pas.
VICTOSITSIAPTIIIIT CHURCH
Sunday &hog
10 sap
Warship
11 &m.& 6p.m.
Weduseday
7 p.m.

V

HARVEST LAM
unsurritiss 041TIONATI0NAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 p.m.
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p.m.
Wed. Penne. Warship & Altar 8 p.m.

UNTIED
10:00 an.
1100 am.

CALVARY TEMPLi
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Warship
11:00 am.& 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Eyeing & Youth Service 7:00 p.m.
DEXTER PRETECOOTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 8 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
FAITH TARERNACLR
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worthip
11 cm.& 7 p.m.
JRNNY MGR PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY FUME UNTIED
PIIINTIECOSTAL CHURCH
S
Ev
wE
und sda
liicho
l
4tWorship
10 sm.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service 10 a.m.
Worship Sun.6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
ITIENTTY CHRISTIAN CENIER
Sunday School
1000 cm.
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
UNTIED PRNITCOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00-7:30 p.m,

POSSWITIOIAll
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:90 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 am
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 am.& 6 p.m.
UNTTY CUMBIKLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
1'pee1(11 iii(1111.'s hi

Hit
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Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1767 W. Nab• Murray •2710753-1662
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905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1555
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Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

763-3540

Professional Care with a Personal Touch
296 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270) 759-9500
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einne Bulletins
Various churches have p.m. worship service.
Sarah
released information concerning Simmons will present
special
their worship services for the music at the morning service.
coming weekend as follows:
Joe Walker will assist.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will Cunnigham, pastor, will be the
speak about "Nothing But speaker at the 10:45 a.m. and 6
Leaves" with scripture from p.m. worship services. Eddie
Matthew 21:17-22 at the 8:45 Morris will give the children's
and 11 a.m. services. A 5th sermon. Hwy Nam is music
Sunday Nigh Singing will be at detector. Accompanists are with
the 6 p.m. service with a fellow- Sherry Fortner, Oasida White
ship meal to follow. Dee and and Kathy Garrison. 'Roddy
Kathy Lipford will lead the wor- Futrell will sing a solo at the
ship services with Susan morning service. Assisting will
Reynolds, Hazel Jean Brandon, be Dwain McClard, deacon of
Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly as the week. and Gene Conic
accompanists.
Bobby Hopkins, Monte Stalls
Goshen United Methodist: and Ashley Heppe. ushers.
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
Scotts Grose Baptist: Bro.
speak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- John Denham,pastor, will speak
ice with Joe Lawrence as assis- about `The Urgency Of he
tant. Pat and Patricia Lea will be Matter" with scripture from
greeters. Acolytes will be Hebrews 10:26-39 at the II a.m.
Elizabeth and Emily Brunn. service. The choir will sing a
Children's Church will be special and the Praise and
directed by Kathy West. April Worship'Team will lead in speArnold will direct the choir with cial music. The 5th Sunday
Pat Bruim, Renee Doyle and Singing will be at 6 p.m. with
special guests.
Carla /talkies as accompanists.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian: Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, about "Being What We Are
will speak about "Hands and Witnesses of the Lord Jesus
Hearts" with scripture from Christ" with scripture from Acts
Mark 7:1-8 at the II a.m. wor- 1:1-8 at the 10:30 a.m. warship
ship service. Came Cain is song service. The choir will sing
leader with Margaret Boyd as "Great Is the Lord Almighty"
and Janice Schecter will present
pianist.
First Presbyterian: Rev. special music at the morning
David M. Montgomery, co-pas- hour. Assisting will be David
tor, will speak about "Which Smotherman and Ron Wright,
One of You" with scripture from deacons of the week A gospel
Luke 15:1 at the 10:45 a.m. singing with choirs of Westside,
worship service. Todd Hill is Memorial and First Baptist
choir director with Kala Dunn as Choirs will be at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
pianist. Assisting will be Sallie
Martin
Severna, pastor, will
Guy, liturgist, and Craig and
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
Lori Weeder, Marcie Johnson
worship services. Bro. Jeff
and Tim Belcher, ushers.
Prater is music director with
First United Methodist: Misty
Williams and Kathy
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will Thweatt
as accompanists.
speak about "How God Leads Assisting
will be Ron James,
Us" with scripture from Exodus Sunday
School report, Jason
13:17-22 at the 8:30 and 11 a.m. Merriss, deacon,
and Bret
worship services. Acolytes will Bierbaum, yokefello
w.
be Josh Betts and Preston Ross
First Chtiedim: Dr. Mike
with Teresa Betts as acolytepar- Rictley,
will speak about"AMOCO
ere. Kristen Schwartz will give in the opwd""
with scripture
the children's message at both from Luke 8:43-48
at the 9 a.m.
services.
celebration worship service and
Flint Baptist: Bro. Jim the 10:25 regular worship servSimmons, interim pastor, will ice. Mark Dycus is choir direcspeak about "A Sanctuary In tor with Donnie Hendrix, Judith
The Storm" with scripture from Hill and Julie Warner, accompaMark 4:35 at the II a.m. wor- nists. Rob Clause, Mark Dycus
ship service and about "Getting and Julie Warner will sing"How
Hungry For God" with scripture Majestic/I Will Give Thanks."
from Matthew 5:6 at the 6:45 Assisting will be Amy Roos,

worship leader, John Fuqua and
June VaiaderMolen, elders; Jean
Bennett, Hannalore Clause,
Tory Daughrity, 'rheda Farris,
Lesa Sims and Don Wilson, diaconate.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Harvey Starling will
speak about "The Greatest Day
of Your Life!" with scripture
from Matthew 16:24-36 at the 9
am. worship service and about
"Jesus Raises A Widow's Son"
with scripture from Lake 7:1117 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Also assisting will be Gary
Evans, involvement minister,
Nick Hutchens, youth minister,
lbcid Walker, song leader, and
Tammy Schroeder, Bobby Film,
John Miller, Gene Roberts,
David Shepeard, Joel Fisher,
Hayden Rogers, Mark Rogers
and Ronnie Sills. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Rev. Alan Trull. pastor, will
speak at the 9:45 .m. service
J.W. Jones will be worship
leader with Toni Jones as the
organist. Johnna Nance will be
in charge of Children's Church.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Alan Trull,
pastor, said the youth will be in
charge of the 11 am. Sunday
service. The 5th Sunday
Calloway
County
cluster
Singing will be at the church at
6 p.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
Webb, pastor, will speak about
"Follow Your Leader" with
scripture from Joshua I and 24
at the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship services. The choir will
sing "Jesus Paid ft All" and the
Tapesty Group will sing at the
second service. Assisting will be
Boyd Smith, assistant pastor of
students, Margaret Wilkins and
Lisa Ray, accompanists, Gary
Garth and Don Herndon, deacons, and Rick Lamkin and
Richard Matlock.
University Church at
Christ: Charley Razzell, minister, • will speak about "Jesus,
Tradition and The Heart of the
Matter" with Scripture from
Mark 7:I-23 and Richard
Youngblood, minister, will
speak about"On Being a Loving
People" with scripture from /
John 4:7-12 at the 5 p.m. worship service. Danny Claiborne
will be worship leader. Assisting
will be Brian Overbey, Jason
Youngblood and Don Overbey.

In our

HURCH ES
Three church choirs will
sing at Westside Church

Fifth Sunday Singing
will be at Salem church

The choirs of Westside Baptist Church,
Memorial Baptist Church and First Baptist Church
A Filth Sunday Singing will be Sunday at 6
will join together for a Community Praise Concert p.m. at Salem Baptist Church, meth of
Lynn
on Sunday at 6 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Grove.
Robertson Road South of Ky. Hwy. 94 West,
Featured will be Roxanne Kaler and the
Murray.
Morgan Family.
A fellowship will follow with refreshments
Charles Peeler, music director. and Bro. John
being served. The public is invited to attend.
Shepperd, pastor, invite the public to attend.

Sinking Spring Church
will hear guest choir

Mason's Chapel will host
Fifth Sunday Singing

The choir of St. John's Missionary Church will
sing at the 6:30 p.m. service on Sunday at the 6:30
p.m. worship service.
Suaday School will be at 10 a.m. and morning
worship with Bro. Carl Butler, pastor, speaking
will be at II a.m.

Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will
be host for the Fifth Sunday Calloway County
Cluster Singing at 6 p.m. on Sunday.
Members, singers and guests of alll United
Methdist churches are urged to attend. A finger
food fellowship will follow.

Is judging right or wrong?
Question: How cam we
make any kind of statements
about right and wrong without disobeying the command
of Jesus to judge not?
MEM= While these is a kind
of judging
that is inappropriate,
some judging is necessarily
involved in
distinguishing between
good
and
evil. In the
Sermon on
By Richard the Mount,
Youngblood, Jesus did
Minister of
say,"Do not
Unhrorsity
judge,
or
Church of
you
too
will
Christ
be judged"
(Matthew 7:1-5). He also added:
"Do not give dogs what is
sacred; do not throw your pearls
to pigs" (Matthew 7:6); and
"Watch out for false prophets.
They come to you in sheep's
clothing, but inwardly they are
ferocious wolves. By their fruit
you will recognize them. . . A
good tree cannot bear bad fruit,
and a bad tree cannot bear good
fruit" (Matthew 7:15-20). One
cannot identify the kind of people represented by the dogs,
pigs, wolves and bad or good
fruit without passing judgment.
We need to understand when
judging is appropriate and when
it is__.
One form of inappropriate
judgment is judgment based on
partial and/or inaccurate information. We humans have a ten-

What Wadi
loess Ds?

dency to jump to conclusions
without taking the time and
effort needed to make sure our
information is not based on gossip or the false judgment of
someone else. Also, there are
some things beyond the ability
of any human being to know;
therefore, we should leave judgment of motives, inner thoughts
and intentions of others to God
who alone sees what is in a person. Jesus told his critics,"Stop
judging by mere appearances,
and make a right judgment"
(John 7:24).
Another form of inappropriate
judging is passing judgment on
someone's eternal destiny.
"There is only one Lawgiver
and Judge," wrote James, "the
one who is able to save and
destroy. But you—who are you
to judge your neighbor?"
(James 4:12). One of the apostles stated: "Therefore judge
nothing before the appointed
time; wait till the Lord comes.
He will bring to light what is
hidden in darkness and will
expose the motives of men's
hearts"(1 Corinthians 4:5). To
pass eternal judgment upon
someone is to presume upon
God's role. No human has that
authority.
However, judgment that simply states that certain behaviors
or actions are sinful is not
appropriate. For example, God
has clearly told us: "The acts of
the sinful nature are obvious:
sexual immorality, impurity and
debauchery; idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy,
fits of rage, selfish ambition,
dissensions, factions and envy;

drunkenness, orgies, and the
like. I warn you, as 1 did before,
that those who live like this will
not inherit the kingdom of God"
(Galatians 5:19-21). Although
we may be accused of judging
improperly when you point
these things out, we maa also
remember that "Whoever turns
a sinner from the error of his
way will save him from death
and cover over a multitude of
sins"(James 5:20).
Finally, even when a judgment
of sin is appropriate, it should
always be tempered with mercy.
Jesus said: "For God did not
send the Son into the world to
judge the world, but that the
world should be saved through
Him" (John 3:17 NAS). Luke
6:37 says: "Do not judge, and
you will not be judged. Do not
condemn, and you will not be
condemned. Forgive, and you
will be forgiven." When we
must declare something a person does as sin, we should also
make it clear that our Lord and
his people are eager to forgive.
Jesus would urge us to obey the
words of his brother, James:
"Speak and act as those who are
going to be judged by the law
that gives freedom, because
judgment without mercy will be
shown to anyone who has not
been merciful. Mercy triumphs
over judgment!" (James 2:1213).
(Send your questions or comments to University Church of
Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY
42071 or phone 270-753-1881.
This article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchrist.org

Rev. Gardner new minister
Rev. Robert P. Gardner has
been assigned by the Memphis
Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church to the
position Minister of Special
Outreach at First United
Methodist in Murray.
His assignment will be to
assist Murray First in seeking to
build bridges across cultural and
ethnic lines in the Murray and
Calloway County area, and to
facilitate cooperative ministry
and mission efforts within the
community.
Rev. Gardner holds a bachelor
of science in Social Work from
Murray State University,a master of divinity from Vanderbilt
University Divinity School,and
a doctor of ministry degree from

Oral Roberts University School
of Theology in Tulsa,Okla.
Dr. Gardner has been a past
member of numerous boards
and committees within the
Memphis Annual Conference
and in his local conununity.He
also has served in the United
States Army and is a Vietnam
veteran.
Robert and Jackie Gardner
live in Paris, Tenn.,with two of
their six children—daughter,
Alexander and son, Grant.
First United Methodist has
two Sunday morning services--a
contemporary service at 8:45
a.m. and a traditional service at
11 a.m.The public is invited to
Nev. Ibibert P.Swim
attend.

Murray Animal Hospital is Proud to Welcome

Michelle Westafeld, DVM
Dr. Westerfirld attended Murray High
School, and obtained her Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture degreefrom
Murray State adversity
in 1994. She then attended Arbon,
Diversity College ofVeterinary
Medicine end graduated in 19911.
She has been proctidog veterinary
medicinefor 11 years. She is o member
ofthe American Veterinary Medical
Association and the Kentocky
Veterinary Medical Association.
The sager Merrily Animal Hospital is
pleased and excited to how
Dr. Westerfeld practice with as and
know you willfind her dedicated to the
care and treatment termer
specie'family members.
Pleasefeelfree to come by or make on
appoirMoeirt to wet Dr. Westerfeld.

MURRAY ANIMAL
HOSPITAL
muvennuasomocmanabato2dhatlalp
1801 College Farm Rd.• Murray, KY
(270)753-2088
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Crittendon enjoys
flying under radar

Wicks carrying on
family tradition

UNASSUMING LAKER LINEMAN JACK OF MANY TRADES

MURRAY BACK'S FOOTBALL ROOTS ARE ROYAL

Offensive linemen are behindthe-scenes guys by nature of their
position.
But of all the
rarely-recognized laborers
on Calloway
County's roster,
Kyle
Crittendon is
perhaps best at
flying under
Cdttendon
the radar.
The 5-foot-10, 201-pound
senior is not only a three-year
starter at left tackle, he's also
teaming up with fellow linemate
Nick Calhoon to form the heart
of the defense at middle linebacker.
Cnttendon carries a flawless
4.0 grade point average and
aspires to become an engineer at
Lockheed Martin, the world's
largest developer of fighter jets.
Calloway coach Josh McKeel
calls him the strongest player on
his roster, pound-for-pound.
But most people don't know
any of these things. Crittendon
hasn't told them.
"He's not going to draw a lot
of attention to himself," said
McKee!. "That's just not his
mentality. He likes to come in
and get the work done, and that's
what he does.
"You hear about Grant
Williams and Nick Calhoon a lot,
and (Logan) Burks is the excitement guy (on the line), but he's
kind of the one that hasn't gotten
a lot of attention. He's flown
under the radar, per se."
Crittendon spent half of the
2008 season on the shelf with a
hip injury and was just one passer-through of the rotating door
between the offensive line and
the doctor's office.
McKeel says he thinks the
injury, along with the assi,weiat
of starting on defense for
"first
time, spurred Crittenden to spend
extra time in the weight room

TOMMY DILLARD / MLT file photo
Calloway County offensive tackle Kyle Crittendon protects quarterback Casey Brockman from a Graves County
defender in a game last season. Crittendon will start on
both offense and defense for the first time this year.
over the summer.
KQ Probably how close we
"It's going to be harder for are, maybe even more so than
him, playing both ways," said last year. There's no egos.
McKee!. "But no one is going to
L Si T: Your senior class has
outwork him."
always played in the shadows of
Though Crittendon prefers to that talented 2008 bunch. Do you
let his play do the talking, the feel like you have something
to
Ledger & Times recently sat prove?
down with the Laker lineman for
NC One of our goals this year
a short Q & A.
was to silence the doubters, to try
L Si 1: Do you have a football to step out of their shadows and
idol, someone you've looked up make our own legacy.
to?
L Si it I understand you want
KQ I've always liked Ray to be an engineer?
Lewis and how he played, how
IQ I'd like to major in enginintense he was.
nering at Murray State. I sort of
L Si 1: Does that mean you found that my sophomore year.
enjoy playing defense more than I've always been good at math
offense?
and science.
II1Q Yeah, I do like defense a
L &T:What's been you;peatlot better. I love getting to fly est memory of high. school
so
around and make the hit.
ear?
L Si T: Tell us something about
KC: Definitely winning a
this team that most people don't regional championship.
know.
— Tommy Dillard

Brandon Wicks never wanted
to play high school football until
he moved to Murray prior to his
sophomore
year.
But football
should
have
been in Wicks'
blood all along.
He grew up
in Batesville,
Miss., home of
the
mighty
South Panola Tigers, owners of
the third-longest winning streak
in high school football history
(89 games) and consistently
ranked in USA Today's nationwide Top 25.
The sport dominated life not
only in his hometown, but in
Wicks' own family.
He grew up playing backyard
games with his cousins, one of
whom happened to be JaMarcus
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Sanford, who went on to play Murray running back Brandon Wicks attempts to elude a
free safety at Ole Miss and was Madisonville defender in last Friday's win. Wicks, who
drafted by the Minnesota started on defense last year, is swiftly becom
ing a feature
Vikings in the seventh round of runner in the Tigers' backfie
ld this season.
the 2009 NFL Draft.
After moving to Murray and from several Division III and
L Si 11
: Coach Duncan made
attending a practice with anoth- NAIA colleges, but Duncan says you sprint for the track team in
er cousin, Tiger running back he believes he could play at an the offseason. Has that helped
Dernoree Fields, Wicks decided FCS school.
you?
The Ledger & Times recently
to give prep ball a try.
ISW: Yeah, it was definitely
He became an immediate sat down with the 6-foot, 175- worth it. During track season. I
starter at linebacker and now, pounder to discuss his pedigree did not like it, but I can tell I've
two years later, is one of the fea- and hopes for the season.
gotten faster. It helped me a lot.
L all So you grew up I:flayture backs in second-year coach
L Si Tt Where do you see
Steve Duncan's power rushing ing with a guy who's in the NFL yourself a year from now?
now?
attack.
MV: I want to be playing
SW: I never would have football somewhere. I don't
Wicks' transition to offense
was abrupt — he went from just thought it at the time. I used to really care where or what posisix carries the entire 2008 sea- play with my cousins all the tion. I went to some camps over
son to a team-high 17 in the time. I was the youngest, so 1 the summer. 1 don't have any
mostly got beat up on. But they offers yet, but I'll go anywher
2009 season opener last week.
e.
taught
me the game.
What sparked the move?
L Si T: What's your favorite
L Si T: Think you'll make it position to play?
"I just realized he's the
fastest guy we had," Duncan up to Minnesota for a game this
I played linebacker my
said with a laugh. "It didn't takeq,,r6
sophomore year, but I like safe2,17,,,
_
a rocket scientist, but boy, was 1,-, —.APO 1 QI love tu.Ligall& to a ty a lot better. With safety. you
way off last year. I wised.and lirfeW 'at Ole Mharlitif year. get to sit back and scan the field
it's pretty obvious he's got some Things will be busy here, and I like that feeling of being
though, so 1 don't know if I'll able to see everything.
wheels. He's hard-nosed, too."
Wicks has received interest get to.
— Tommy Dillard
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Victory is served
DOMINANT SERVICE GAME PROPELS MURRAY OVER CALLOWAY IN FOURTH SET

I` op TOMMY DILLARD

Sports Writer
hen
the
going got
tough
Thursday
night,
Murray s
service
game got going.
. The Lady Tigers strung
ether service streaks of
en points and six points in
fourth and final set at Tiger
Gym to ensure a 3-1 victory
ever scrappy crosstown rival
calloway County.
Senior Jacqueline Vilardo
took over serve with Murray up
1,-5 and dished out five consecg(ive aces w give her team a
commanding 13-5 lead.
Later, after a four-point
Calloway run, Kathryn Wilson
slammed the door on the Lady
Lakers with a run of six straight
points in which she served a
pair of aces.
"Once somebody gets going
with the serve, it seems to get
everyone else pumped," said
Vilardo, whose team came away
with a 25-19, 25-15, 19-25, 2512 win in volleyball's version of
the Crosstown Classic.
"We work really hard in
practice on our serving and we
try to get in zones and stay
focused. That's just our hard
work in practice paying off."
Recently, it's paying off
across the board for the Lady
Tigers, who improved to 1-0 in
district play.
Murray has spent much of its
practice time working on different types of serves, and head
coach Breanna Volp is beginning to feel confident in each of
her players' ability to win points
through the serve.
"A lot of teams have one
main server that they focus on,"
site said. "But a team is at its
best when you can have a good
server at each position.. As crucial as the service
game was for Murray in the
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
fourth set, the Lady Tigers
Murray's Taylor Butler goes up in an attempt to block this hit from
struggled with it in Thursday's
Calloway County's
Lexie Watson during Thursday night's match at Tiger Gymna
early-going.
sium. Murray won in four
, Calloway trailed by just sets to improve to 1-0 in the 4th District.(Below) Calloway County's Samantha Darnell
three points in the first set hopes to split the block attempts of Murray's Kathryn Wilson (left) and Cather
ine
before Murray went on a 3-0 Claywell. Calloway won its first set against a district oppone
nt this season In
run to end things. In the third Thursday's third set.
set, long service streaks gave
Calloway the edge instead.
0liiOISTINCT
The Lady Lakers got four
aces from sophomore Lexie
Watson to open the set and School
Mt.(Overall)
strung together eight points in
Marshal
l
County
2-0(7-3)
the middle to take a 17-8 lead.
1-0 (8-3)
It was the first time this sea- Murray
1-1 (6-6)
son Calloway has won a set Christ. Fellowship
Callowa
y
Co
0-3
(3-7)
against a district opponent —
the Lady Lakers lost 3-0 to strength of Murray's hitters, but
Marshall County before show- Hobbs said her team will make
ing improvement in a 2-0 loss to adjustments before facing the
Lady Tigers again on Sept. 17.
Christian Fellowship.
"They got us on quite a few
Head coach Samantha Hobbs
Saw Thursday's match as anoth- tips in a couple of those games
and we've got to adjust to that,"
er step in the right direction.
: "I think it's a step up the lad- she said. "We did adjust our
der because they know they can defense to their hitters tonight.
beat Murray," she said. "That but we didn't adjust enough, as
shows them they have it in you saw with our errors."
Murray changed up its lineup
them, they have the skill to do
after Saturday's runner-up fin.0."
Hobbs
praised
Emily ish at the First Region All 'A'
McKnight's service game. Classic. Volp moved senior
Brittnee Deitz's hustle and pres- Chelcie Winchester to fiber()
ence on the court and Samantha while former libcro Maria
Speed will be seeing some time
bamell's blocks at the net.
. The Lady Lakers struggled at setter.
to match up with the height and
See VOLLEYBALL, 28
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Daniel Harper watches his tee shot off No. 1 at Murray
Country Club Thursday. Harper and the Lakers bested the
field that included host Murray and Lone Oak.

Garrison shoots
one-under to lead
Lakers to win
LONE OAK
SQUEAKS
PAST
CALLOWAY IN
GIRLS ACTION
Staff Report
Calloway County's boys continued to build momentum in a
tri match Thursday against
Murray and Lone Oak at Murray
Country Club.
After posting their lowest
score of the season on Tuesday,
the Lakers shot 146 as a team on
Thursday, besting second-place
Murray by nearly 20 strokes.
Hunter Garrison led the way
with a one-under par 35 to take
medalist honors and none of the
Lakers' top four posted a score
above 40.
Brock Simmons shot an
even-par 36 while Daniel
Harper fired a 37 and Chasten
Howard
shot
38.
Matt
McReynolds and Austin Miles
also played for the Lakers and
shot 39 and 42, respectively.
Blake Graham and Jordan
Smith led the way for Murray as
each shot 40. Ian Holmes turned
in a 42 and Jay Roth shot 43 for
the Tigers, who shot 165 as a
team.
Lone Oak shot 179 and was
paced by Andrew Harlan's 42.
On the girls side, Lone Oak
bested the Lady Lakers by just
four strokes. The Lady Flash
shot 179 as a team while
Calloway shot 183 and Murray
shot 211.
Lone Oak's Anna Hack took
medalist honors with a 41.
Madison Connell paced
Calloway with a 42 while Katie
Tindell finished one stroke back
at 43. Summer Simmons shot 45
and Safiah Hassan turned in a
53. Chelsea Holzschuh also
played and shot 61.
Samantha Tinsley led Murray
with a 50 while the Lady Tigers
got 52 from Earlena Sheets. 53

v

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & limes

Samantha Tinsley eyes
down this approach shot
Into the No. 9 green
Thursday at MCC.(Below)
Calloway County's Katie
linden tracks this putt to
the hole. Tindell shot a 43
in her round of nine In the
triangular match.

from Beth Graham and 56 from
Meredith Purdom.
The Lakers will travel to
Paducah's Paxton Park on
Tuesday to face Community
Christian in a boys-only match.
Murray's next action comes
Tuesday when they host
Marshall County at Murray
Country Club.

pRI.:1' SOCCER ROI NDUP

Tigers score third shutout of season
BOKENO'S TWO COALS LEAD MURRAY OVER HOPKINSVILLE
Staff Report
Murray's defense pitched its third shutout
ot the young season while Alex Bokeno led
the offense with two goals in a 4-0 victory
Ihursday night at Hopkinsville.
The Tigers scored four goals on just eight
shots and took a 3-0 lead into halftime.
Bokeno found the back of the net on con:secutive goals at the I I -minute mark and 10minute mark of the first half The first came
iv an assist from Dillon Ward while the see *id came on assists from both Jordan
!Renton and Jeremy CUT&
. Murray scored its first goal of the night at
the 29-minute mark of the first half when
Benton scored on assists from Curd and

Michael Mangold.
The Tigers scored their final goal of the
evening at the 21 -minute mark of the second
half when John Cohoon scored off a RN,an
Miller assist.
Murray improved to 4-0 on the season
while Hopkinsville tell to I - .
Tiger goalkeeper Will Hudson con
tributed three saves while Hopkinsville's
Trey Upton saved four shots.
The Hopkinsville oftense tried to play the
hall long but Murray's defense was up to the
task and got strong bench play from its subs
to h4 rid the homestanding squad to just four
shots on the night.
The Tigers were able to string several

This Weekend
in Prep Sports
TODAY
Football
Calloway Co vs Murray'
Girls Soccer
Heath at Murray'
SATURDAY
Girls Soccer
Webster Co at Murray'
North Oldham at Murray'
Cross Country
Heath Pirate Invitational
'

Crosstown Classic at
Lady riper Cup

7

30 pm

5 pm

930 a m
3p m
9a m

Roy Stewart Starliiim

quick passes togethei to find oven scants in
the flopkinss ale defense inkl gi‘t• \hulas
attackers good looks at the

MICHAEL DANN
/ L Priger & TIMPS

Murray's
Blake
Graham shot
a low round
40 for the
Tigers
to
share honors
with Jordan
Smith.
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Where does blame go.
COACH'S TRIAL RAISES QUESTIONS ABOUT HEAT DEATHS
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III BREIT IDARISOUIPAINE
HOME•AUTO•LIFE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
After two-plus hours of practice.
American Lagoa lItandlm•
Pleasure Ridge Park football
National Loewe Standings
Al These CDT
All Tkiwte CDT
coach David Jason Stinson had
East DMelon
East Division
seen, enough of players goofing
W LPct GO
VI L Pot 08
Now Your
off.
79 48.822
—
Philadelphia
73 62.564
—
Boston
73
54.575
Atlanta
6
87 00.526
7•
Stinson, a first-year head
00 57.548 91/2
1•1111111 IOW
Florida
67 80.525
7
coach at the suburban Louisville
Teranto
58 07.484 20
New York
58 70.45310 112
150111more
high school,ordered the group of
52 76.40027 1/2
Washington
46 82.36928 1/2
Central
Olvielen
Comb* Ohrlaillin
about 100 players to run a series
W L Pet OS
W L Pet 08
of sprints, known as "gassers,"
Detroit
07 50.532
—
St. Louis
74 56.674
—
64 64.500
until someone quit the team.
4
Chicago
63 81.604
11441nriesiola
03
84.406
4 1/2
Houston
02 66.488
11'
The players started running.
Cleveland
57 70.44010 1)2
Milirmultee
61 06.460
12
Five got sick and left the field,
Kansas City
49 713.38618 1/2
Cincinnati
56 71.43717 1/2
Wale Division
two eventually quit the team and,
Pittsburgh
53 72.424
19.
W
LPct
011
Weal Division,
as practice finished on Aug. 20,
Lori Angeles
75 51.605
—
L. PM as
2008, 15-year-old sophomore
Texas
71 56.583
4
Los Angeles
76 52.504
—
Seattle
118 62.516
offensive lineman Max Gilpin
10
Colorado
72 56.563
4
Oaidend
71.44119
56
1/2
San Francisco
80 59.530
7
collapsed. He died three days
Arizona
56 72.438 20
.
later at a Louisville hospital.
San Diego
54 75.411:22 1/2 ;
Tharadayll Odor
Accounts of that day reveal a
lap 7, KY. Adam 2
football practice where most
4119011010 Soildrads 4
Thursday's Gonne
players didn't see or hear anyCAMP 9111110 9060.&NW 4
N.Y. Meta 10, Florid. 3
momesoilman*44
thing out of the ordinary — until
Cincinnati 8. Mikvaukee 5
OadINISS,
Houston 4, St. Louis 3
the end.
Washington 5, Chicago Cubs 4
Stinson is scheduled to go on
Vel;'w,Mutsu tt-n at
L.A. Dodgers 3, Colorado 2
UR).WO
trial Monday on a charge of
Pittsburgh 3. Philadelphia 2
Atlanta 9. San Diego 1
.•
reckless homicide, in a case that
114)$80111mons
Arizona 11, San Franciesio 0
many observers say could be the
Friday's Games
4)d MOW
first time a coach has faced crimN.Y. Mots (Misch 0-1) at Chicago Cubs ;
(Lilly
9-8),
1:20
0-011p.m.
inal charges in a player's on47)di Stialon
Atlanta (Hanson 9-2) at Philadelphia ".
manta
field death. On Aug. 11, a grand This Sept 26, 2006 photo shows Louisville
44);419
0911.
(P.Martin
2-0),
6:05 p.m.
ez
Pleasure Ridge fAMik 60016611 canalt
feimirlip40 w Mbeiesote
jury added a charge of first- Jason Stinson during the Isaars
L.A. Dodgers (Billingekty 12-7) at
ellnit genre after player Mila 0110111$11 death. rota
Cincinnati (H.Bakry 3-4), 6:10 p.m.
1•• 7;111111•01.
degree wanton endangerment
Ridge sophomore Gilpin colliPmed 01rAug. 20, 2006 and died 1111111Bdays
041 it Or& AM*
San Diego (Correia 8-10) at Florida
later SOS*
against the coach. He has plead- pita
(Voistad 9-10), 6:10 p.m.
1-101 at lawns
ed - not guilty to both charges,
Pittsburgh (Duke 10-11) at Milwaukee
INC Ste ale•
(M.Parra 8-10), 7:05 p.m.
Police reports, interviews practice, Stinson decided the
which will be part cf the same
Om.
Washington (Lannon 8-9)•St. Louis
"The the coach %via villas
with attorneys and filings in the team would run.
trial.
Chloe.
eliadeokle0)at NY
(Smolt? 1-0), 7:15 p.m.
that
day
gonna
were
colds
*
to
%VONA(kaliett4 ttos p.m
Houston (Baztudo 0-0) at Arizona
Stinson's attorneys will be civil suit stemming from the
Realm= ICarneron Adwell run until somebody stopped." 11_
lise1011tie
at Detroit
(Scherzer 7-6), 8:40 p.m.
defending against two accusa- death offer this account of the said Stine= appealed upset at
an 141),510 p.m_
Kathleen Smith of Louisville
Colorado (Jimenez 12-9) at San
tions — that he should have fore- deadly afternoon:
(Sosea 5-9) at Belenore
the Payerslack of effort during told police. "That you know,
Francisco (Unosiorm 12-4), 9:15 p.m.
(81111101148.516 p.m.
seen the practice could have
Before practice started on the practice.
Saturday's Games
who was gonna be the sacrificial
layaraldmin 13-4) at PAnnesola
L.A. Dodgers(Meager 1-1) at Cincinna5
resulted in a death, and that the south Louisville football field,
"He was saying that if we lamb."
fitavals3 114).6:10 p.m.
(Maloney 0-2), 3:10 p.m_
way he ran practice was danger- Stinson, a first-year head coach, bustle enough and we show
UMW fiR.Romero 11-5) at Boston
N.Y. Mets (Parnell 3-6) at Chicago
;
Stinson told police that be let
24),6.10 p.m
Cubs(Dempster 7.7), 3:10 p.m
ous, even if no one had been took temperature and humidity sow uh, bustle, he'll 1st se off the
players know if they were =
Munro 4-9) at L.A.Angels
San
Diego
(Undecid
ed) at Florida
readings — 94 degrees, 26 per- the field but until then We just
seriously hurt because of it.
(Jrar,Weaver 13-6), 805 p.m.
(Nolasco 9-8), 5:10 p.m.
going to quit the team, they
•
One of Stinson's attorneys, cent humidity resulting in a heat keep running," Adwell told
Kansas City(Mech.6-9) at Seattle
Atlanta
(D:Lowe
12-8)
at Philadolphis
should do it before the sprints
(810112-1),liblO p.m.
(C1.1..se 5-0), 6:05 p.m.
Ales Dathome, said during a index of 94. Hot, but not quite police.
started.
liandey's Games
Pittsburgh (K.Hart 4-3) at Milwaukee
pretrial hearing that prosecutors hot enough to kick in special
Stinson allowed the players to
CNN.Whlip Box (Garde 0-1) at N.Y
(Gollard° 12-10),606 p.m.
"I said if anybody wants to
can't prove Stinson did anything state-mandated measures for remove their helmets and shoulY11085111111(chemberlain 6-4). 12:06 p.m
Washington (Stoneman 44)et St. Louie:
leave now, if anybody wants to
twice lay(Nlentann 12-5) at Detroit
(M.Boggs 1-2), 6:15 p.m.
to cause Gilpin's death — nor football practice.
der pads about halfway through quit, feel free to leave now," =
147). 12:05 p.m.
Houston (Norris 3-2) at Arizona
can they show what caused
Kentucky State High School the 10 gassers, which are 200
(Masterson 4-5)at Oallimore (Garland 7-11), 7:10 p.m.
Stinson said. "Feel free to leave
Athletic
Gilpin to collapse and die.
(Malmo 2-2), 1226 p.m.
Association rules yard sprints back and forth from now.
Cc4orado (Marquis 14-8) at San
Just drop your equipment
Moods(14Idaday 13-7) at Illosion
Francisco (Zito 8-11), 805 p.m.
• "Testimony about the run- require shorter practices and sideline to sideline on the field.
under the tree and, walk out dtr
10-7), 12:35 p.m.
Sunday's Games
ning, it doesn't prove anything," more water breaks when the heat
Sonic of the players got ill gate."
8111/anod 104).0 Mainseele •
L.A. Dodgers.(Kershaw 8-7)11
index — a combination of tem- during the practice and Stinson
.,(1111Istair.10-7). 4i4Opai.
Dathome said.
.••••Cinciecati(Anoyo 1142), 12:10 p.m.
During the sprints, one playeir
Oakland (Sre.Andarson 7-9)at L.A.
San Diego(Laws 4-3) at Florida (west:
As for the wanton endanger- perature and humidity — is 95 or excused them front running the collaps
Angelis(Lackey 6-/), 235 p.m
ed from an asthma attack
5-6), 12:10 p.m.
ment charge, defense attorney higher. And since Gilpin's death, sprints. He sent them to sit under and
Kansas City(Gra** 124)at Seattle
Pittsburgh (Ohlendorl 11-8) at
was later hospitalized briefly
(Flowlend-Sneli 2-1), 3:10 p.m
Brian Butler said it will require a the Kentucky legislature passed a tree and wait for the team
Milwaukee(Suppan 5-8), 1:05 p.m.
before being released. The
Washington (Mock 3-5) et St. Louis
reevaluation of witnesses and a law that requires at least one meeting.
sprints ended when two players,
(Wainwright 15-7), 1:15 p.m.
possible testimony. "We're in a coach at every school to comSome players were "dried senior wide receiver David
N.Y. Meta (Figueroa 1-3) id Chicago
position of completely !eluding plete first aid and sports safety out," senior running back Englert
Cubs(Zambrano 7-5), 1:20 p.m.
and sophomore split end
Colorado(Hammel 8-7) at San
training on athlete heat stroke Marquess Martin told police.
our defense," Butler said.
Chris Bryant, quit. 'Both were
Francisco (Cain 12-4), 3:06 p.m.
Assistant Commonwealth and cold emergencies.
"So you not really throwin' up allowed back on the team later in
Houston (W.Rodriguez 12-8)•Arizona;
The Pleasure Ridge Park any."
44orney Leland Hulbert, at the
(Heron 12-8), 3:10 p.m
the week, after Gilpin's death.
Atlanta (Jurnens 10-8) at Philadelphia
spine hearing, called running the players went through the usual
Parents watching a game on a
With
the sprints over, Stinson
(Blanton 8-8), 7:05 ()At.
players "barbaric conditioning" pree routine: warming up, nearby soccer field told police ordered
players to head for the
need,said Stinson's decisions are group
some team-oriented Stinson threatened to run the shade
under a nearby tree for a
drills with water breaks about players and not give them water.
att issue in the trial.
team meeting.
• 'This case has been about every 20 minutes. On this day, The parents said they did not
coach Stinson's conduct from however, instead of going into a witness the entire practice and
•The Murray Middle School football team will be hosting a fish fry
full scrimmage at the end of some did not sec the running.
day-one," Hulbert said.
catered by Holmes Family Restaurant on Sunday, Aug. 30 from
From Page 10
10:30
Winchester led the team in cm.to 1:30 p.m. in the AIMS cafeteria. Tickets are $10 for adults and $8
digs through seven matedies on lOr children 12 and under. Tickets may be purchased from any MMS football player or may be purchased at the door Sunday.
Saturday, and the statistics were
persuasive enough for Volp to
III Tryouts for the 2010 Murray Breda baseball U9 select team
Opcialifing In Clam Built enrages Since 1987
will be
make the change.
held Saturday at 1 p.m. at Central Park on Field No. 3. Prospective
•111.,11111111PIP.
VI, •
play"Almost every match, she we most be nine years old on April
30. The Murray Breda are a competihad the most digs and the best tive travel team, although most games will be
played within a 1 1/2 hour
services," she said. "it's still drive or less. For more information, contact Glenn Fritts
41411111
at (270) 293new and they're still getting 7008, Jeremy Storn at(270)205-2224 or Das Myhand at(270)
836-8688.
used to it, but as they practice it
•Miller Memorial Golf Course will hold a Junior
more, it will feel more natural."
Golf Clinic On
The Lady Tigers took advan- Mondays this fall, beginning on Sept. 14. The clinic will begin at 5 p.m.
tage of a string of Calloway and last until 6:15 and will be held Sept. 14,21 and 28 and Oct. 5. 12 and
19. Age limIt Is 13 and participation is limited to the first 20 paid entries,
errors to go on a 7-0 run and
build a 16-10 advantage in the
10 Murray State University's Program of Distinction
in
first set.
Telecommunications Systems Management will host the AT&T Women
in
In the second set, Murray Telecom Golf Day on Thursda
y, Sept. 17, at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
used another big run, 11-0 this This event was developed specifica
lly for women in the telecom industry
time, to take a 20-10 lead and is designed for women who may or
may not play golf. Since AT&T is
behind a couple of aces from sponsoring the event, the Center for TSM at MSU only
is
asking for donaCatherine Claywell and a sever- tions from each participant. This will go toward the AT&T scholars
hip fudd
to be awarded to females entering the MSU TSM program in the fall 2010
al Taylor Butler kills.
The Lady Tigers improved to semester. Activities include basic golf instruction with MSU Women's Golf
8-3 on the season and will con- Coach Velvet Milkman and Miller Golf Course Director Will Snodgrass
tinue district play at Christian and lunch sponsored by AT&T where attendees will hear from goat
speaker Mary Pat Regan, president of AT&T Kentucky. Any professio
Fellowship on Tuesday.
nixl
woman who is interested is encouraged to participate. To
register, viSil
Calloway falls to 3-7 and
www.murraystate.eduitsmictsm. For more Information about
the AT)IT
will travel to Heath on Monday. Women
in Telecom Golf Day, contact Amber Anderson at(270)
809-3947.
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The activities wormed are categorically excluded under HUD regulations
at 24
CFR Part 58 from National Environmental Policy Act(NEPA)
requirements. An
Environmental Review Record(ERR)that documents the environmen
tal determinations for this project is on file at KHC, 1231 Louisville Road,
Frankfort, KY
and may be examined or copied weekdays 8:00AM to 4:301PM.

Metal Avatimble
$1,170,01012.79
(sum of Thiel Receipts, Cash & Total Revenues)

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Any individual, group, or agency may submit written comments on
the ERR to
the KHC. All comments received by September 4, 2009 will be cociaidered
by the
KHC prior to authorizing submission of•request for release of hinds.
ISMILRAME OF FUNDS
KHC certifies to HUD that KHC,as State Participating Jurisdiction consents
to
accept the jurisdiction of the Federal courts if an action is brought to enforce
responsibilities in relation to environmental reviews, decision nuking,
and
action; and that the.. responsibilities hove been satisfied. HUIY•
approval of
the certification satisfies its responsibilities under NEPA and related laws
and
authorities, and allows the KEW to use Program Funds.

$845,390.22
$580.32
63,785.55

$19,530.32
IMI5BI1.41

aCarryover from iPrltilrliW
e
i r lb
Transfer In from
Capital Projects Fund
Certificates of Deposit

6585,110.55

$125,000.00
$191,001.82

Administration
Appropriations

$703,679.86
$763,1179.86

Administration
Metal Approprisitions

$0.40

Suppertiseg demementatign for this Statement
is Imeted at: Calloway Comely Health Center,
Mossory Lane, Marray,RY 49071

HUD will accept objections to its release offunds and the KHC's certificatio
n for
a period of fifteen days following the anticipated submission date or its actual
receipt of the request(whichever is later) only if they are as one of the
barmen,
bases: no That the certification was not in fact executed by Mem Certifying
Officer; or(b)the KHC has omitted a step or failed to make a decision
or finding
required by HUD regulations at 24 CFR part 58;(c)the grant recipient
or other
participants in the development process have committed hands or incurred
costs
or undertaken activities not authorized Sy 24 CFR Part 58 before approval
of.
release of hinds by HUD,or(d)another Federal agency acting pursuant
to 40
CFR Part 1504 has submitted•written finding that the maject is unsatisfact
ory
from the standpoint of environmental quaky. OWections must be prepared
and
:submitted in accordance with the required procedure(24 CFR Part 58)and
may
be addressed to: Ms. Virginia Peck. Director, Office of Community Planning
&
Development. U.S. Department of Homing & Urban Development,601 West
Broadway, Room 110, Louisville, KY 40202. Potential objectors should contact
HUD to verify the actual last day of the objection period.
Mark Offerman, Chief Operating Officer
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Tax Rate Per $100
Assessed Valuation
(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced

Revenue
Expected

Thur. 11 iii.
Dui pit

(3) Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

.3718

$2,504,381

(4) Revenue Expected from New
Property

.3867

$59,843

'151 Revenue Expected from Personal
Property
.3965

, government
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF
THIS ADVERISF.MENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN
H Thomas Rushing
Mayor

CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
MIMI= LISTING:
John Gingles
233 Coleman Trail Rd.
Murray, KY 42071

Ronald Babb, DMD
1602 Chaucer
Murray, KY 42071

Dr. Clegg Austin
300 South 8th
Murray, KY 42071

Dr Charles Tucker
300 South 8th
Murray, KY 42071

Walter Mehr
1586 Paschall Road
Murray, KY 42071

Dr Leticia Allen
239 Country Club Lane
Murray, KY 42071

Vicki Williams
2101 State Route 94W
Murray. KY 42071

Mr John Resig
Whitnell
Murray. KY 42071

West Kentucky Rural Telephone Is
seeking experienced technician with a
positive atdtude for the following
full-time position:
instaldRepalr Technician

Sally Duford
819 Bagwell
Murray, KY 42071
Dr Douglas Payne
PO Box 1024
Murray, KY 42071

$1,000 REWARD
loading to the arrest
and conviction of person or persons
involved with the theft
of a black featherlite
trailer, and It's contents. Trailer is 22-23
feet long and is a vnose enclosed trailer.
Was stolen

from the

Murray State Expo
center parking lot.
around the date of
August 10-11 2009.
School books, bed,
couch, TV. stereo. Etc
included. Contact
Wade (812)584-5150

Ai Happy Birthday
Betty Wagar

a

ati‘r

••

C.

looking for a part-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to: P.O. Box 107, Pads,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
fpcparis0cha rterinternet.com

HAPPY 44TH
ANNIVERSARY
DAVE & AfARTY
NELSON

including medical, dental, and vision coverage,
pension and 401K.
West Kentucky Rural Telephone does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, sex,

.

/ONO

MONO

P.

OPEN
Deis Vu
804 Coldwater Rd.
Selling Gino 9 hats,
NOW

MN INN
MEI

BENEFITS are available.
Call Tom Jonas at 270-293-3771.

id:al:F/17
Britthaven of Benton is currently taking .
applications for an Administrative Nurse.
The applicant must have the following
qualifications: RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and have at least 2 years LTC
experience. Duties will include but are not
limited to: OA programs to include infection
control, restorative nursing and weight
management.

ANON

MIR /MI/

WA

Apply in person at BrInhoven of Benton'
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025.
No phone calls please.
EOE/AAE
RN - Full TIM - Days M - F
RN - Full Time- Afternoons M - F

Read
All About
It!

wages and an excellen
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply In person at Brttthaven of Benton
2807 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE
benefit package.

subscribe to the

LOOKING for room
mate near the lake.

$125 month.
270-293-4234.

AVON part time help
needed. $1,600 bonus
cash opportunity

details. 293-1973

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprses

currently
accepting applications for the following
positions- State Registered Nursing
Assistants. We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package.
Apply In person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOE/AAE
9ritthaven of Benton is

may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time
positions
available.
Apply at.
109S. 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Britthaven of Benton now

has a full-tim:
housekeeping/laundry position.
Must be able to work days. afternoons
and weekends.
Apply in person at
Britthayen of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please EOE/AAE

.- -

Rest of KY/IN
I iNIIN eJf P. 14,1.11.ioan
3 me
6 mm.
1 yr

Check

-offt4oni.

I

Home Delivery
Local Mail •
3 mo.
$30.00
3
mo.
$35.89.
6 mo.
$55.00
1 yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
1 yr.

931-627-1676
BABYSITTER needed.
References are
required. Cali for

SEEKING
part-time
youth director. Is God.
leading you toward
youth ministry? If so
call
Zion
Baptist
Chuch. 436-4654 or
email
us
at
tap0wk.net

In your community. FULL FRINGE

We offer competitive

clothes. jewelry, purses, horns decor and
much more.

PART-TIME
church
secretary, Mon-Fn. 25
hours
weekly.
Proficiency
in
Microsoft office programs required. Send
resume:
First
Presbyterian Church,
1601 Main St. Murray,
KY 42071.
270-753-6460.

RETIRED BUT NOT EXPIRED
I am looking for a man or women who is
looking for an opportunity to help families

No Phone Calls Please
Equal Opportunity Employer

LOVE JILL
& MELODY
Irk

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Occur.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any
responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.

LPN/RN every other
weekend 6a-6p 12
hours. Apply in person
at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.

Services 319 S 7th St. In Mayfield, KY
and 208 S. 5th St, Murray, KY and will
be accepted there until Monday,
August 31, 2009.

144^1

Wee Care

(.
1 From Your Angel

FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN is

Applications for the position are available at
the Kentucky Department for Employment

paceans

LOOKING for
hairdresser in new
hair salon. Call at
753-5042 or 978-0177

Ms Waled

age, national origin or disability. Please attach
a resume to application.

Spa - Skin Care - Glamour
Instant Face Lift Treatments
MON.

$345,590

. The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by levying•
tax rate of $.3784 which will be spent in the public safety departments of City

HANDYMAN/
Maintenance
men/
Driver. Good driving
record, good
with
hands & experience
with lawn care. Start at
minimum wage.
,
752-0201

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

Pre-employment physical examinations, background check, and drug screen prior to final iob
offer. WK offers a generous benefits package

Nodes

Saturday, Aug. 29th
10 a.m. -6 p.M.
Chamber of Commerce

$2,635,366

$2,676,549

Farm Equipment
is seeking a
Transportation
Coordinator. This
position will be
.
responsible for super:- ,
vising the dispatch,
billing, and record .
maintenance of fleet.
Basic computer and
communication skills
needed. Submit
resume to: recruiting0hutsoninc.com Oe
send to: Human
•
Resource Dept., 1201
Fulton Road, Mayfield,
KY 42066.
Dealer

awn automobile, good driv ,ng
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
'ee ,.1eery lnterested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
Tne Murray Ledger '& Times
1001 Whittle Ave

NM
.3764

.3867

501

E

Not 5 p.m:
We 1 p.m.

Help Wanted

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

cations technology is required. Technology
training, A+ certificaficn or telecommunications
degree a plus.

Spa Day!

(2) Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

1/r Jeannine Buchanan
212 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

S

1611 p.m.

Ffidrf
Saturdry

NEED EXTRA CASH'?
• Minlmal Hours • Monthly Pay

experience in telecommunications/electronics.
Proficient knowledge in video or telecommuni-

ou are
invited to a
FREE

As required by state law, this notice includes the following information:

,Judge Larry Elkins, Chairman
Calloway County Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071

S0

FOWL

IMMEDIATE OPENING

maintenance of telecommunications, DSL and
IP video equipment. Qualifications are high
school diploma with two years of telecommunication/electronics education or equivalent work

Calloway County Cemervatiose District
wingsi like to announce that
our No•Till Drill is now lecatedi at
Seensity Seed & Chemieal
796 Butterworth Rd., Murray
271 4964711
The nest for rental will stay the same

Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
, Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky, will hold•Public
hearing on September 10, 2009, at 6:30 p.m.. in the Council Chambers, City Hall
Building, 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, Minutely to hear comments from the public
regarding proposed 2009 tax rates on real property.

tm will tie
live play-

Cllnec,
at 5 p.m.
5,12 arxf
entries,

Sean SFIS
Tuesday
Wednesdry
Mundt,

Nonce

Primary responsibilities include installation and

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

1/2 hour
70) 29336-6688.

Fri. 11 Lm.

Capita Prit‘eals Fund
Carryover fromiltr
irillr a
l lli
f
ear
irdlik $125,000.00
Itransfer out to General Fund
($125,000.00)
Intel Airallabis
PAO
(sum of Real Receipts, Cash & Total Revenues)

BEAUTICONTBOL

a fish fry
Dm 10:30
ts and 98
AMS foot-

Non*

Saver)

OBJECTIONS TO IRELEARIE OF FUNDS

5 p.m.
Louis

hicuno
.m.

Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart

On or about September 7.2000, Kentucky Housing Corporation
(KHC)will submit•request to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development
(HUM for the release of HOME funds under Title U of the
Cranston-Gonzalez
National Affordable Housing Act(42 U.S.C. 12704 et seq.)(NAHA),
to undertake
the Purchase Area Housing Corporation Scattered Site Housing
Revitalization
Project 2009,for the purpose of the rehabilitation of seven owner
occupied homes
on unidentified scattered sites in Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves,
Hickman. Marshall, and McCracken comities with approximately
6395,000 of
HOME hinds.

en
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118.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each

General Fund
lissimee

TO ALL IMIIIIMIED AGE1401111,GROUPS AND POISON&

ihvaukes

1 1 - .1

1111111MAEL05'ilitiatiCIALITA1ILIMIT
Foe perked beginning
July 1,Sal and wading June 10,1000

Kentucky Housing Corporation
1231 Louisville Rd.
Frankfort, KY 40601
Mark Offerman, Chief Operating Officer

r) et
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DEADLINES •

\

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 DityPerioil )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD Oly MIAMI
PUBLIC WALTZ TAKING DISTRICT
SOS MEMORY LANK MURRAY,KY 42071

August 28, 2009

•

cisiphia

N't

Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley
Morris
M 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax: 753-1927

Pet GS
104 163
139
7
136 2d
11922 1/2 ,

sego Cube;

1 1 1`.1'1

Used Thor
Campers
&NW & Mows
Oireloss Warr
Pro Cobra
herr & Wham
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All Other Mail.: 1
Subscriptions:-.i
$753)0 j
$70.50 3 mo
$90.00 6 mo.
$120.00 1 yr.
$145119:1
...-1
Money Order
Visa
Mil!.'

s9iiiio 1
.• I

1
1
1
1
1
1

Name
St Address
City
•
State

Zip

Di1V111111` Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray I,edger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(1r iii 2701 753-1918
•

CIASSIFIEDS

411• Friday, August 28, 2009

Murray Ledger & Times

MOW
Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
crimiti class begins on
Sept. 12. 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledenta I co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
Dams& & Madan

LARGE
SELF( TION
iisto Arl'i IAN( I
WARD I 'KIN,
.

•

(270) /53 1/)3

1411113445-1133 Ext. 2113
ea MN=MU urn WITH I MAI LEASE
One rad Two ardeoom Apartments
Central Heat A Au-ACCEPTING APPIJCATIONS

753-8556
FursiMitp
AMERICAN Duncan
Phyla mahogany
drop leaf dining table
(w/protective pads.) 6upholstered
dining
chairs. Double china
cabinet. Loads of display & storage. $1,200
759-1864
TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques.
Reed interiors
603 Maki St.
753-6361

John Deere 2940
Tractor, 2 remotes, roll
bar & canopy, nice,
$7,975. 731-446-3311.

Canieulas
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
[
Illitud to Iltry
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
.7.53-3633
.110(ING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters.
elec. range, refrigeratoe,. storm windows,
etc.753-4109

-omen Finance**
16x80 3BR, 28e on
3.5 acres. $2,950
down. $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Paris. 270-753-1011
16X80
2000
Fleetwood
mobile
home, 38R, 28A, w/d,
frig, new hot water
heater, new air-conditioner, living room furnished, new cool seal,
entertainment center,
T.V., excellent condition. 122.500. 270435-4458.
1988
Fleetwood
14x70, 28R, 2BA,
newly
remodeled.
$7,500 obo. Must be
moved. 270-293-0472.
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
38FV'2BA,4-acres,
Kirksey area.
(270)559-2861
.28R, 28A 16x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Keniake
SRP. Full refurbishment just complete.
$29,900.

'bo1
QE, 30" Built-in double
oven, Jenn Air, 30"
'Stainless Steel Cook
top,: Hotpoint DoubleDoor
Refrigerator,
Kenmore Ultra Wash II
dishwasher,
niiciowave and ceiling
fans. 753-5447.

2BA 28x60
Fleetwood home

on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

2BR, no pets, nonsmoking, $300/mo.
East Calloway County.
(270)820-8256
•IMPRESSIVE, large
mounted, authentic
• . buffalo head. Paid
$1,600. Will take best
• offer. 436-5400.
LINCOLN 225 amp arc
welding machine
$200 complete.
• Craftsman radial arm
saw, good condition,
/0" blade.
$400.
Antique upnght piano,
good sound board.
$150
(270)767-9901
Port ahlo
1.^4.,Idihr.i Tim

k

c 1.10

r!

• i.Ilir141

•

1 BR apt, various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 BR apt. dean and
nice. All appliances
including w/d. No pets.
270-436-2524,
cell
270-293-6906.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances furnished
including w/d, no pets
$350 month. 402-B N.
8th 436-2731
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9898

r

1,11 Ht

Purple
hull peas.
sweet corn & green
beans. Call to place
order. 753-4802 Mark
Paschall.
WOODROW
K

618)
(0, I

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell TIdwptI

753-9075
(270)227-2193
GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 753.1916

MIEN Far Rant
DOWNSTAIRS apt
1Br,lBa, w/d, refriger
ator, stove. Lease
required.
208
S.
Cherry St. 753-5341,
293-2418.
DUPLEX for rent, all
appliances.
787-904&
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, CM/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4800
LOVELY 28R, 2BA,
large LB & vey nice
kitchen with dining
area, Large windows in
LR and dining area.
W/D hook-up, some
daistio 11111C•
Beautiful 2BR, 2.58A,
large LB each BR has
it's own rivate bath,
huge kitchen, dining
area with breakfast
bar, large pantry, outside storage, w/d
hook-up.
752-0201
NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

NEAR
Southwes
school, 3 BR, 1.5 BA,
garage, central gas
heat/ ac, hardwood
floors, ceiling fans, no
animals, lease, rent &
deposit $700 deposit &
$700 rent.
(270) 293-0247.
ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliances, one bath and
carport. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00. Call
270-753-2905.

16X30 storage or
shop
$150.00. 227-5173
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 120-50.
753-7668

CAC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 763-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
%A/ARE- HOUSES

\

16X70,28R,2BA,total
electric in Hardin,
$495. 270-703-4768

2, 3BR available.
Various
locations.
Coleman R.
753-9898
2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
2BR, 2BA, garbage,
water & cable included. $550 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St.
753-9479 ask for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 after 5 00pm.
•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month. deposit.
•1 BR upstairs $275.
No pets
•Small 2BR mobile
home in Almo No
pets
753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

It's time to brag about
your grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
grandparents day special.
Single Space - $12.00
(no more than two
children per picture)
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS
DEADLINE IS
SEPT.8AT5PM

www.murraykyapartments.com

Ealillasal

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

£14207!

OFFICE for rent with
option to buy. Prime
location,
Benton
Phone: 227-6154
RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Really nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed.
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq,ft,.. 700 sq.ft.
753-0606

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-753-2905.

284 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
219 Woodlawn 3BR,
1BA,stove refrigerator,
w/d, CM/A. $675/mo,
$675/deposit,
pets
considered. 227-6973,
759-1771.
3BR brick, fenced,
storage, double drive,
carport,
hardwood
floors, clean, $675/mo.
no pets. Call 293-6070

ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
724 S. 4Th Si'.
Conger at 121S. & Glendale.
leX10 $25 10x15$ø
(270)436-2524
(270)2934906

501 South 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA. dining.
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer,
refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, beautiful
harchvood/tile.
270-761-1317

Nosh Stases
Grandparents
Sherry Holt
Patsy and Noah Stations

Hook,,, Mliii
Stotage

210 0).f 'I,' 1.1

For

Grandparent1
4
Nellie Holt

FOR lease 48x40
metal building, 12ft.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Sunbury
Circle,
Murray Call
270-436-2935

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

;Name of child in picture:
'Grandparents names:
HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
grass. Round bale
$35ea., square bale
$4.254ia. 293-3805.
III M'si
HI l\ I III \ t ,

/Your Name:
'Your Phone Number:
G.

,1
1

4

YARD SALE
440
OAKWOOD
CIRCLE
SAT. AUG 29th
7AM-12PM

LOCALLY grown pre
mium hay. Available at
times. Alfalfa,
all
mixes, grass, grass
mixes. Square and
round bales. Some
wrapped. High protein,
TDN.Students & truckers welcome. 270-7538848 before 9:00pm

A variety

of items,
jogging stroller,
swing set
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
506 N. 7TH ST.
SATURDAY
II/29
742

BIG GARAGE
SALE
801 N. 19TH ST
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Furniture, laminate
flooring, household
items & decor,
women'clothes
(all sizes), toys &
much more.

YARD SALE
804 S.4TH ST
FRI 7A141-2PM
SAT 7A141-2PM

MOVING
SALE
115
S. 10TH ST
SATURDAY
7-?
Furniture and
lots of
other things

Baby clothes,
home decor,
scrapbooking paper
and supplies.
women's clothes,
toys, much more

Troy built tiller,
riding mowers,
yard furniture,
crafts, floor air
cond. refrigerator,
drill press,
Avon products,
lots of misc.

YARD SALE
15815 OXFORD OR.
CANTERBURY EST.
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Furniture, household
items, nice clothes,
executive desk &
leather chairs, toys.
TV, golf clubs. comhole bags, rain barrel, lawn tractor
& more.

GARAGE SALE
507 LYNNWOOD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-1:00
Wood burning stove,
antiques, table saw,
aquarium, hand
painted, chest, refrigerator, sewing
machine, Mon, air
mattress, sweaters &
much more.

3 GENERAPONS
OF PACK RAT MEN
& COMPULSIVE
SHOPPING WOMEN
HAS GOT TO
COME TO AN END!
New Concord
Follow signs
beginning at Mt.
Cannel Church
on 1218.
nuns, Fri & Sat
7A18-4PM
Too much to list

YARD SALE
5083 94 WEST
5 MI Out of
Murray
2 MI before
Lynn Grove
Sat. Aug 29th
7AM-2PM
Baby items&

MOVING

1716 MAIN ST.
94W & 111111 ST
SATURDAY

Clothes, kids
items, adult
clothes & more

7:00-12:00
Lots of stuff.

HUGE
YARD SALE!
Saturday,
August 29.
310 S. 6th St.
Murray.
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

688 MURRAY
PARIS RD.
THURDSAY,
FRIDAY &

Kitchenware,

SATURDAY

appliances,

7:00-7
Little bit of

electronics,
furniture.

7:00-?

Boys clothes 6-12
months & size 8,
walker, stroller,
play pen, ect

OLD CITY PARK
PAYNE ST.
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Household items,
purses, computer
desk, TV's, women
& men clothing.
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Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sullied to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation or &amniatmn based on race, color,
grin, sex, handicap, tamilial stahis or national origin, or intention to make any sucil references, limitations or disenthina-

ton

',tate laws turbid discrimination
in the sale. iental or advertising
real estate based on !Atop. in
addition to those protected
under federal law

LARGE

We ssill knowtngli aicept ains
ad,ert1,
111F 10f nut estate whikh
is not in i'datum of the law All
perwirei arc hereby informed
that all dwellings adverttsed arias allahle on an equal oppairtu
nil, ham,

YARD SALE

SATURDAY

YARD SALE

everything.
4

402 N. IITH ST

3 PARTY

YARD SALE

housewares,
45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill. 7533119. 293-2482.

Send payment, photo, and
Information below to:

ILI‘Great

GARAGE SALE
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
eafe sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

3BR very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
38R, 1BA w/d hookup
basement,
in
C/H/A, stove, refrigerator, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, garage &
carport. No pets. 224
S. 11th St. $700/mo.
767-9037.

AKC
miniature
Dachshund, black &
tan, males or females,
6-wks old, $250.00.
(731)247-3727
DACHSHUND
Doberman mix puppies. 293-9756.
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

ESTATE
SALE
724

I or turther asseitanee with [air
Adiertising nNuire
mews contai 1 NAA 1. nuns.'!
Her.. r %lam, 701)6411 11551

FAIRLANE
FRI & SAT
8:00-7

NM IMMO
propmrytimv

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

Labor Day
Weekend Sale
UUCEPRONT LOT
vs/ Dock Sulk
only $49,900
(was $124,900)
SAVE WWII
Spectacular lakefront
lot w/ boat dock
already built on
fabulous Kentucky
Lake, a 180,000 acre
recreational paradise.
Paved rd w/ utils &
new survey. Excellent
financing. Must see!
Call now 1-800-7043154
aida.GQM

LOT 4 sale, excellent
location. Can have
new Doublewide
mobile home. 2930139 or 761-5484.
125.000
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS
3/4 ac, mA, $5,000$10,000. Will build to
suit. 293-0139 or
761-5484

HONDA Scooter 49cc,
black, excellent condition. 436-2542,
227-2915.
2000 Yamaha Kodiak
400,4x4 with extras.
12,300.
Call 227-0998 If no
answer leave message

USED TIRES
14 1.) 16 inch
St;iftino it 520

Fer eels

(all 753-5606

k

ed Cars

313R, 2 BA new construction, 1316
Larkspur, Campbell
Estate.
$229,000.
Call for appt.
753-3966, 293-9747.
GREAT
rental or
starter house, 412
North 6th, 3bdr, 1-bath,
fenced yard, new roof
and siding, 30x30 concrete block shop. 2930139 or 761-5464.
$75,000
GREAT neighborhood,
3bdr, 1-bath, centralh/av, huge backyard,
garage and carport,
1304 Kirkwood. 2930139 or 761-5464.
$113,000
GREAT starter home.
164
Bendefield Lo , North
School District. 38r,
28a, fenced yard, new
roof, new heating & air,
city water, garden.
$75,000.
270-978
1900, 270-759-2276.

fori Riti 3-4
Ileitiorhusso
iikvieki balm

RENOVATED 2BR,
2BA, brick house, at
New Concord, large
rooms, C/H/A. fireplace, efficiency apt in
basement with outside
entrance, nice large
lot, under $76,000.
293-9913 436-2487

07 Mazda RX-8
Black, 31,XXX
270-293-9734
07 Mercury Mariner,
sunroof,
heated
leather, $9,599.
04 Nissan Murano SL,
awd, $12,199
06 Nissan Sentra 1.8S
$5,999
05 Nissan Altima 3.5L
$7,495
01 Chevy Mailbu LS
$4,595

04 Pontiac
Grand
Prix, GT,60K $7,499
01 Ford crew cab 4x4
$9.299
98 Chevy 2500 4x4 ex.
cab. $6,500
95 Chevy Blazer.
121K, $3,399
98 Pontiac Grand Prix,
GT $3,975
05 Chevy Equinox LS
$6,550
Many pictures/detail
wwww.ckmotorsky.co
We trade
C&K Motors
(270)705-5973
time

any-

2002 Hyundai GT, `
7
leather package, sunroof, new brakes, new
tires. 140k miles
,
$4,495.
(270)474-0403
99 Grand Am GT,
good, clean car, sunroof, 104,000 miles.
519-8314.
97 Honda Civic, silver,
5sp $1,500.
519-5969.
VP,
Vans

YARD SALE
1002 MAIN ST
SATURDAY 7-?

Need to advertise your yard sale?
Call 73 1916
30 ainrdc or

Irct nor. d;yit Sll 00

3116 wnrric nri(

518 00

2006 Buick Terraza
van. silver, 57.000
miles, mint condition.
all the extras,
$13,500 293-0624
after 2.00p m

I

Imes

CLASSIFIEDS
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Das HOUSE
•

CLEANING SERVICE
The deepest clean
around, Call tor
tree estimate

Federal Conservation Agency begins
statewide sign-up for the new program

The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Natural Resourc
es
Conservation Service (NRCS) is taking applications for the new
Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP). The program encourages
producers to address resource concerns in a comprehensive manner
HOUSE HUSBAND
by installing and adopting new conservation activities
, and by
HANDYMAN
improving, maintaining, and managing existing activities.
'Repairs -Decks
State Conservationist Tom Perrin says the new CSP will result
in
'Bathtubs
conservation benefits statewide. CSP offers continuous sign-up.
but
No jobs too small'
the first application cutoff for ranking purposes is schedule
d for
(270)5104155
Sept. 30.
The Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008 (2008
Farm
JOSEPH RONE
Bill) authorized the Conservation Stewardship Program. The
maxiMASONRY
Concrete, brick block & mum annual enrollment is capped at nearly 12.8 million acres
nationwide.
stone.
NRCS administers CSP, a voluntary conservation program
564-6158
designed to encourage producers to adopt additional conservation
210-5324
practices and improve, maintain and manage existing ones. To
apply
for the new CSP, producers are encouraged to use a self-screenin
g
checklist first to determine whether the new program is suitable for
them or their operation. The checklist is available on NRCS
Web
sites and at NRCS field offices.
A producer must treat at least one resource concern and one priority resource concern during the length of the five-year CSP
con(616)694-6299
(270)970-2733

I R \I
\sip!' vi
II
I

:0.00 Cost Estimate
• 227-9641
AFFORDABLE
• Carpentry
.sflemodeling
:•Screened Porches
:"Garages
Mater & Termite
•: Damage
'Decks
'Home/ Mobile Home
;.Repair
-.:436-5517

I • se

I

\

I

BRUSH & HAMMER
"SPECIAL"
$50 off pointing of
2 rooms
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs• Decks
pressure washed
& stained

Nii I \ I

Hill Electric
r 49cc,
condi

Since 1986
24 noun sar.voca
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

75)-9562
no

ass-

ES
Ii

438-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk
& tree work.

Free NYC concert sactibe by calling
753-1916
to mark 1st 9/11
T0d10? LEfitER&TIMES
Day of Service

(270)436-2228

606

MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care
with negotiable
prices. Call Daniel
(270)970-2779

1

()NOMY Al It
,f)( 11.)1, Ib
PA;t4I

f

NADEAU Roof-ma
& CONSTRUCTION
-Roofing 'Flooring
-Decks •All Home
Improvements
(270)97S-2111

,LHVI(f

*All over
$3,000 & up
'One panel

FOR all you roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall 492-8500 or 293-8158.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

tanner,
heated

-0
- 1-11•;111

in° SL,

ra 1.8S
3.5L

is

lbu LS

Grand
7,499
ab 4x4

4x4 ex.

Blazer,

id Prix,
ox LS

detail
sky.co

any-

sun-

;, new

GT,

r, Sum-

miles.
silver,

lie
Mon.

24

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair • weekly & special pickups
on septic systems. •leradly owned/operated
1
Now offering septic
759-1151 • 293-2783
tank pumping.
283-2784
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
II
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
13(11 !st Ni 1 IN.
Chuck Van Buren
75 1, 8087
HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry YEARRY'S
Tree
work. Home: 731-247- Service. Free esti5359 or Cell: 731-234- mates. Phone
5933
436-2562, 227-0267

NEW YORK (AP) — Some prominent performers are saying
thank you to the people who have answered President Barack
Obama's call to volunteer and to people connected to 9/11 — relatives of victims, recovery workers and those who served tours
in the
military after the attacks.
Gavin DeGraw, The Roots and other musicians are performing in
a free concert this Sept. 11 to mark the first time that the annivers
ary
of the terrorist attacks is being recognized as a National Day
of
Service and Remembrance, organizers announced Thursday.
Members of the Sept. 11 community and volunteers will be among
the first to receive the free tickets. Other people can try to snag
one
of a limited number of tickets being distributed by lottery.
Actor Gary Sinise, talk-show host Jimmy Fallon, the Harlem Boys
and Girls Choir, and singer Anjulie will be among the performe
rs at
the Beacon Theatre show. It's part of an effort to encourage
more
people to serve as volunteers, organizers said.
"Our ultimate goal is to leave a positive legacy that honors the
victims and those who rose in service," said David Paine, the president
of MyGoodDeed,one of the organizations responsible for the
event.
"We hope to rekindle the spirit of unity and compassion that
followed the terrorist attacks."

iisroscsio

JONtS
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Free rstknates

\Sri' \I I
hill
I taS lit

tract. Kentucky has selected 8 priority resource concerns that will
be
used to rank applications.
CSP offers two types of payments—annual and supplemental
Annual payments are available for installing additional t:onserva
tion
activities as scheduled and for maintaining existing activities
.
Supplemental payments are available for participants receis,ing
annual payment who also adopt a resource-conserving crop rotation
The annual payment limitation for a person or legal entity
is
$44),(X10. A person or legal entity cannot exceed S200,01Xt
for all
contracts entered into during any five-year period.
Eligible lands include cropland, pastureland, and non-industrial
private forestland.
Land enrolled in the Conservation Security Program.
Conservation Reserve Program, Grasslands Reserve Program
and
Wetlands Reserve Program is ineligible for the new Conservation
Stewardship Program.
For
information
about
CSP,
please
visit
www.nrcs.usda.govinew_csph For information about conservation
programs in Kentucky, please visit www.ky.nrcs.usda.gov/ or the
local NRCS office located at 88 Robertson Road So., Murray,
number 753-5151. NRCS is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

.11 if

Kb
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
'Remodeling
• •Acidlborts
• *Decks
• *Porches
"Pole Barns
'Laminate Floors
•nis
'Mobile Home-Repair
. 'Roof-Overs
'Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

Friday, August 28, 2009• 511

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

David's Homo
Improvement
LIX
water Damaged Roofs
Braces & Floor Jcsse
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
VIS8 & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

Calif. firefighter saves
driver before train hits
OXNARD,Calif.(AP) — A California firefighter pulled a trapped
driver from his disabled pickup just seconds before a commuter train
slammed into the truck nut sday morning.
The pickup wound up on the tracks after colliding with a sport utility vehicle. At about 5:30 a.m. Thursday, a firefighter was inside the
pickup trying to free the driver, and another firefighter was outside
the vehicle, Oxnard File Department spokeswoman Deborah
0'Malia said.
Then the rail signals stalled flashing and crossing guards dropped
down over the accident scene.
O'Malia said the firefighters freed the driver just seconds before
the train hit
'They managed to pull this guy out I hey would have been killed,0'Malia said.
The trlin struck the pickup. which flipped into alr and landed in a
gully.
"They were lucky they didn't get hit by the truck.- 0'Malia said.
The Metrolink train stopped and remained at the scene for naire
than an hour while investigators examined the wreckage. Metrohnk
spokesman Francisco Oaxaca said no one on the train was hurt ;ind
that train and a second Los Angeles-hound train were delayed 90
minutes

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, Aug. 29, 2009:
This year, you break from precedence and change the dynamics
in a key relationship. You might
become
frustrated, feeling
pushed at times. Others will feel
free to give you their opinions.
Step back from power plays and
control games. If you are single,
you will meet many people.
Don't jump into a relationship;
go through Cupid's dance, and
enjoy every moment. If you are
attached, the two of you will
have much to work out. Respect
each other's differences rather
than fight about them. CAPRICORN stubbornly holds his or
her ground.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Bring friends together.
You might be tossed into uncertainty several times. Revamp
your thinking if it's not working.
Stay on top of situations. Refuse
to get into a power play. You cannot prevent others from doing
what they want. Tonight: A force
to be dealt with.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Reach out for someone at a distance. You don't
need to agree, but you can step
back from a major power play.
Sharp words will be remembered, and an apology might not
undo the damage. Confusion
surrounds a routine matter.
Tonight: Opt for a different setting.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Dealing with a partner
encourages a different perspective. Understanding someone's
needs and agreeing with them
are two different issues. Define
your boundaries. Your sense of
humor helps you work through a
misunderstanding.
Tonight:
Togetherness is the theme.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** The give-and-take of a
situation is important. Don't give
in to the moment and anger. You
cannot win with a controlling individual, so being able to distance
yourself and not get involved in
his or her games could be instrumental. Stay true to yourself.
Tonight. Party hopping.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Whatever you eye, whatever needs to happen, might be
more difficult to instrument than
you realize. You might be surprised at how your anger flares
up out of the blue. You might
need to clear your feelings more
often. Tonight. Don't push yourself Do what you want.

Jaciesloo laws
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Letting go might be difficult, as you recently learned
such self-restraint. Clearly, many
people could surprise you with
their passionate display. Step
back if you don't get what is
going on. Don't put yourself in a
situation where you could feel
squeezed. Tonight: Let your hair
down.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** If you feel pressured no
matter which way you turn, you
might be 100 percent right about
the forces around you. Look for
the way Out of this maze, which
will occur once you detach and
no longer trigger. Tonight: Happy
at home.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your anger comes to
the surface very wittily. Note and
use your ability to move a stalemated conversation forward.
Reach out for a different type of
plan, or get together with someone at a distance. Tonight:
Relax.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Check out the pros and
cons of an investment. If it doesn't feel solid, say "no." What
makes you feel you must spend
or do something with your
money? Go off and enjoy friends
or a favorite pastime. Tonight:
Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your ability to mobilize
others emerges. Your finances
could become more solid if you
listen to your intuition a little
more. In the interim, worry less.
Making plans could involve
bypassing some confusion!
Tonight: You make the call.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** If you feel overwhelmed by
what you perceive and feel, perhaps the time has come for a
tirneout. Take a look at a situation with open eyes another day.
Your sense of humor comes out
when dealing with someone at a
distance. Confusion surrounds
plans and perceptions. Tonight:
Be mysterious. Vanish.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A friend is manipulative
and could impact how you feel in
the company of certain people A
loved one appears to be on the
warpath. Can you juggle these
different voices? Better yet, do
you choose to juggle their different needs? Center yourself first.
Decide afterward. Tonight Zero
in on what you want_
BORN TODAY
Actor Jeff Licon (1985), singer
Michael Jackson (1958). actress
Carla Gugino (1971)
•..
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.jacquellnebigar.corn.

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week of Aug. 31-Sept. 4
have been released by Pat Lane, Calloway director, and Mallory Cathey, Murray director. Menus,subject to occasional changes,
based on availability of food, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Breakfast - Monday - cereal, milk; Tuesday - 1/2 peanut butter and
jelly sandwich, milk; Wednesday - cheese, crackers; Thursday - carrots w/dip, milk; Friday - animal crackers, milk; Breakfast Monday - cereal, Poptart, juice, Milk; Tuesday - biecuit
w/sausage gravy, juice, milk; Wednesday- pancake & sausage
on stick w/syrup, strawberry cup; Thursday - yogurt, muffin,
juice, milk; Friday - cereal, muffin, juice, milk; Lunch - Pionday - mini corn dogs, hashbrown casserole, baked apples,
milk; Tuesday - fish sandwich, tater tots, cole slaw, milk;
Wednesday - grilled cheese sandwich, baked beans, applesauce, milk; Thursday - cheeseburger, French fries, lettuce,
tomato, pickle, dello w/strawberries, milk; Friday - cheese
pizza, whole kernel corn, applesauce, milk.
Eitementaries - Snacks - Monday - thicken biscuit; Tuesday - banana, graham crackers, milk; Wednesday - cheese,
crackers, milk; Thursday - 1/2 peanut butter & jelly sandwich
,
milk; Friday - nacho chips, salsa, milk. Breakfast
toast, fresh fruit, fruit Juice and milk offered deify) Mendray: chicken biscuit; Tuesday - muffin; Wednesday - biscuit w/satifEage
gravy; Thursday - waffle sticks w/syrup; Friday - eggs, bacbn,
toast. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fresh fruit, chef saladrrAnd
milk offered daily) Monday - hot dog, ham & cheese Blindwich, peanut butter & jelly sandwich; Tuesday - pizza. 8110
sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Wednesday - chicken
nuggets w/roll, Laker wrap, yogurt & animal crackers, Thursday - Super Nachos, chicken sandwich, peanut butter & jelly
sandwich; Friday - oven fried chicken w/roll, hamburger, grilled
cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, yogurt,
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) Monday - muffin,
Tuesday - ham & cheese biscuit: Wednesday - eggs, bacon.
cheese toast; Thursday - sausage & pancake on stick w/syrup;
Friday - chicken biscuit. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit,
chef salads, pizza and milk offered daily) Monday - hot dog,
ham & cheese sandwich; Tuesday - lasagna w/Texas toast,
fish sandwich, turkey & cheese sandwich; Wednesday - taco
salad w/Mexican cornbread, grilled cheese sandwich, ham &
cheese sandwich; Thursday - chicken nuggets w/roll, hamburger, submarine sandwich; Friday - Super Nachos, corn dog,
turkey & cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Pop aarts.
fresh fruit and milk offered daily) Monday - French toast sitars
w/syrup; Tuesday - French toast sticks w/syrup; Wedne&cety
- ham & cheese biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. Lunch (chef salads, :fresh
fruit, vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers, pizza and milk
offered daily) Monday - pizza, fish sandwich; Tuesday - fish
nuggets w/hush puppies, submarine sandwich; Wednesslpy sliced pork roast, roll, chicken sandwich; Thursday - fooffong
chili dog, submarine sandwich; Friday - ham casserole, garlic biscuits, pimento cheese sandwich.
•

MURRAY CITY
Murray PnoschooUNead Start - Lunch - Tuesday - Chuck
wagon sandwich baked apples, corn; Wednesday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce, green weans, fruit, whole wheat bread, Thursday - cheeseburger, veg. beans, fruit; Friday - fish sandwich.
French fries, fruit.
Elementary - Breakfast - (cereal, toast, juice served daily)
Monday - breakfast bagel; Tuesday - egg & cheese idast
Wednesday - pancakes w/syrup; Thursday - yogurt. graham.
Friday - breakfast bar. Lunch - (cooked/fresh vegetablbs
canned/fresh fruit, lowfat milk served daily) Monday - cheiSe
burger, Salisbury steak/gravy, mac and cheese, green pees
Tuesday - turkey, bacon, cheese sub, mini burritos, pinto
beans. Mexican rice; Wednesday - spaghetti/meat sauce.
Chuckwagon on bun, green beans, baked apples. Thursday
popcorn chicken, gravy, biscuit, pimento cheese sandwich, masted
potatoes, black-eyed peas; Friday Pepperoni pizza, tuna
salad w/crackers, corn on cob, steamed vegetables, cheese
sauce.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice served daily) Monday - Poptarts; Tuesday - sausage biscuit; Wednesday - waffle sticks; Thursday - steak biscuit, Friday - breakfast bagel
Lunch (cooked/fresh vegetables, cpnned/fresh fruit, lowfat milk
served daily) - Monday - sweet n sour chicken, sub sandwich, egg roll wince, broccoli, pork n beans, Tuesday - crispto w/cheese, chicken salad plate. pinto beans. corn on cob.
celery w/dip; Wednesday - Domino's pizza, peanut butter &
jelly sandwich, pasta salad, vegetable mix, tossed salad. Thursday - chicken noodle casserole, Chuckwagon, corn, green
beans„ tossed salad, Friday - cheeseburger, ribette on
bun
smilie fries, cole slaw, veggies/dip

...10ersessinsereamentreolatenwvaesswerr,1••"•"*"semovossi--...***•**eme*.
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VI years age
Births repotted include boy
Published is a pintas of to Mr.earl Mrs. Douglass Kline,
waters in front of Wid-Mart Aug. 10.
Supercenter busy building a
years ago
Murphy oil gas station on a
Louis E. Hicks Jr., son of
lot next to the Murray-Calloway LTC (rat.) and Mrs. Louis E.
County Chamber of Commerce. Hicks Sr. of Rt. 5, Murray, was
The photo was by Staff Pho- graduated from Infantry Nontographer Bernard Kans.
commissioned Officers CandiJon Rose. son of Jack and date School at Pt. Banning, Ga.,
Janice Rose of Murray, has and attained the rank of serbeen elected as the 54th pres- geant.
ident of the Harvard Law School
The Memorial Baptist Church
Forum, a student organizaton Kindergarten will open for its
of , Harvard Law School.
fall session on Sept. 2. Mrs.
'Mr. and Mrs. Earl Spann Jack Hale is the teacher.
will be married for 50 years Sept.
Births reported include twin
boys to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Starks,
.20 years ago
Aug. 10; a boy to Mr. and
Published are pictures taken Mrs. Will D. Thornton, Aug.
of the 12th annual Show and 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Shine Antique Car Show held Richard Greer, Aug. 20.
llandou Farms on U.S. Hwy.
plan age
641' South. Hosting the show
Cong. Prank Albert Stubblewere the Twin Lakes Region field Dallied Murray Chamber
Antique Automobile Club of of Commerce and L.D. Miller.
Murray. llie photo was by Staff who is chairman of the East
Photographer Dan Loudy.
.Fork Clarks River Watershed
• Births reported include a boy Conservancy District, that the
to Kevin and Kathy Lovett, work plan for die watershe
d
Aug. 8.
was approved by the House
In high school football gee, Appropriations Committee.
Calloway Litters lost 30-7 to
Record births reported at
Marshall County Marshals sad Murray Hospital *lode a girl
Murray Tigers inst 264 to Trigg to Mr. and Mrs. Robed E. OverCounty Wildcats.
by, a boy to Mr. and Mn. Lan30 years age
ds! Yost and a girl to Mr. and
, The Golden Pond Visitor Mrs. Pat 0. Coleman.
Center featuring a solar assist60 years age
ed -heating and cooling system
Dr. lames Sullivan. pastor
and a wiad powered electric gen- of Beimeat Heights Baptist
erator will be officially opened Church, Nsthvlk Thin., was
at the Ibnnessee Valley Author- the speaker at a meeting of the
ity in the Land Between the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Lakes on Sept. 3.
Misrmy Woman's Club house.
Wayne Williams, a member
Mrs. Emma Omen, well
Or the Murray Cisjtee Chat. knows as the Mew telephone
plisentad the Oebtandlog woman, will observe bar 25th
GoveraOr Awls* for W7$- mtsiversary with the company
'?9 *t the 116 Mist anode- In July.
tibia of the Kentucky District
Showing at the Varsity Theof• Civitan intonational at atre is "The Lift of Riley" starring William Bendix.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Teen's affection for his mom
causes discomfort in public
DEAR ABBY: I am concerned about my nephew. His
whole life he has lovingly
hugged and kissed on his mother. It was cute when he was
a toddler, but now he's a
teenager, and he continues to
drape himself on her
and bug and
kiss her on
the cheek - at home
and in public. She does
not discourage it. I
don't know
if my brother-in-law
symicoo has noticed
Vart Buren
it, or if he
just chooses
not to see.
I have mentioned this to
my sister before, but she told
me I'm too critical. We were
in line at the store and I heard
people behind us react with
audible sighs when they saw
the behavior. I am umpteenable around them. Others have
told me that the affection seems
excessive.
How can I help? I'm afraid
there's a problem brewing that
needs to be addressed now. - ALARMED IN APPLE VALLEY
DEAR ALAItNULD: From
my perspective your nephew
appears to be a sweet, affectionate young man who is close
to his mother. There is an old
French saying that translates,
"Evil be he who thinks evil
of it." In other words, you
may be mistaking the dirt on
your glasses for a relationship
that is "off-color," so please
reserve judgment.

Our Niby

•

Sy The Assedated Press
Tbday is Friday, Aug. 28. the
240th day of 2009. Theis we 125
&rya left in the yea.
: lbday's Highlight in History:
• Pn Aug. 28, 1963. 200,000
*ate participated in a peaceful
digit lights rally in Washington,
0,C.
„ where Dr. MartfiatithWilitftg
Jr, delivered his "1 liamerthpreenir
speech in front of the Lincoln
Memorial.
On this date:
In 1609, English sea explorer
Henry Hudson and his ship, the
Half Moca, reached present-day
Delaware Bay.
In 1774, Mother Elizabeth Ann
Seton, the first American-born
sane, was born in New York City.
•'-In 1907, United Parcel Service
had its beginnings as the AmenMessenger Company of Sr-atilt;
'
• In 1947, legendary bullfighter

Manolete died after being gored
doting a fight in Linwes. Spain;
be was 30.
In 1955, Emsnett Till, a black
teenager from Chicago. was abducted from his uncle's home in
Money, Miss., by two white men
after he had supposedly whistled
at a white women: bp was found
bestially slain three days taw
In 1968, police and anti-was
demonstrators clashed in the streets
of Chicago as the Democratic
national convention nominated
Hubert H. Humphrey for president
In 1973, more than 600 people died as an earthquake shook
central Mexico.
In 1983, Israeli Prime Minister Menschem Begin announced his
resignation.
In 1988, 70 people were killed
when three Italian stunt planes
collided during an air show at

the U.S.Air Base in Ramstein, West
Germany.
In 1995, a mortar shell tore
through a crowded market in Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina, killing
some three dozen people and triggering NATO airstrikes against the
Bosnian Serba.
lbn years ago: Three crewmen
aboard the Mir space station
resumed safely to Earth after bidding farewell to the 13-year-old
Russian orbiter.
Pive years ago: Islamic militants claiming to be holding two
French journalists in Iraq gave
France 48 hours to overturn the
law banning the wearing of Islamic head scarves in schools. (The
reporters, Christian Chesnot and
Georges Malbrunot. were released
in December 2004.)The U.S. men's
basketball team woo the bronze,
the 100th U.S. medal of the Athens
Games.
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Is chelation
a hoax?

DEAR DR. GOTT: A friend
•••
While some people will show
of mine rectally underwent elects- what appears to be significant
DEAR ABBY: I lost my
tion. h has something to do with ittqwovement following therapy,
wife of 10 years after a long
fiheriag the blood in your sys- &elation is not without risk. There
battle with cancer. I am 50 tem. I'm
sot use whether this is is a &nine of kidisey failure, catand have a 10-year-old son. a medical hoax or valid vestdisc arrhythmia., bone-marrow
If it wasn't for raising my son,
ment. 1 calms find anything in depressive, allergic reactions and
I don't think I'd even want to
medicaljournals indicatins windier more. There are reported cases of
or act the
live anymore, but the good Lord
as dialyses as a result ot
AMA
has
failure mused, at least in
gave me this job, and I want
approved this. part, by the thenpy.
to make sure I do it well.
What is your
Speak with your Mend. If he
It is very lonely at times
opinion?
or she is aseleteoing therapy for
without a woman around. When
DEAR the eight reasons, so be it. If not,
I do get out and meet women
I IMAM, k
he or she will einem to
40 to 50 yews old and they
ea
to year cosorms and seek
hear 1 have a spoiled kid at
a second
haE7
emu1.11
home, they turn away. I know
meat
and 61-yais-oid nide in mood health
at my age I should be a grandisvolves
the except for &talk sisas *lecpa. Is there any chance for
sdralaistra- ke", Eve been toil* CT scan
me to find another lasting love
thsti
hone/ c= osvesied an of my 4aasee are
to spend the rest of my life
ded, and my Marina has been
with? I never thought I would
Dr. Peter Gcst acid knows as redimed due to the regular presever lose my wife: I thought omoilmaimamuolimilm ethylenedi- ence of fluid in my ears. I've
saline swam* acid (stirA)into been through several courses of
we'd be together forever. the vebts, li is a recognized *rea- antibiotics, nasal sprays, steroids
BETWEEN
LOST
AND
ms* he haavy-sestal. poisoning, and now prednisone — with litFOUND
partienierty lead and Mercury. The tk to no Mid.
DEAR BETWEEN: Please
dllincy wets by'Aiding die metI've seen two ENT specialists.
accept my sympathy for the
als add enta1l.a compound that The hat recommeaded balloon sinloss of your wife. Of comae • sibimaselp malisted in the elm. uplaity. inal the-second eadoseopthere* a thence for you to
WO*. IOTA binds W- ic rims surpoy. Both claim their
oken, one of the'empowers of piece:tures are minimally invasive
find love again. Right now
sdeseederetieja
deps._ This led to and effective. As the reconunenyou'i% feelteitillovnt because life
eWon
50 yams ISO &hone are so different,I am unsure
has dealt you a difficult hand.
IOTA maid remove calcium whit to do. Cm yes plasm give
?lentil of women,would find
deposits keel built:Loom in Yosst Wink*"WON
skti
ia411=
you attractive,and net beturned
the astedse. Thee.
deer- mine so I eal.e Milli al
off by the fact that you are
spy was prepead both to treat decision?
raising a son. I'm talking about
WeiteMeteeis mad prevail it fran
DEAR iilbhilsts sawssin,1e American College uplasty is plaramen oa paw
single women with children of
the American Hein suffering heft
their own to raise. You can
is not
and argantas0 enedi- tectiveneaded for iwge amsai
meet them at your nearest
die as a whole oppose elhelatios polyps or when appreciable scarchapter of Parents Without Partfor this perpore, cities haul& fing Soo prior nasal surgery is
ners. To find one, call (800) 'dem evinmageo justify it
as valid promo*. A small, balloon-type
637-7974 or visit www.partreataieet; therefore, if your Mead callemer is inserted to open the
entswithoutpartners.org.
has had heavy-metal exposure. I iiiistnes and blocked passages to
444
can endorse the therapy. Other- AD* restoration of normal sinus
wise, I don't. And I would be .411ndaege. The technique appears
DEAR ABBY: As a child
surprised
if his physician or car- safe Mid effective, and recovery
care provider for a local prodiologist would consider it, either. is Aradgram in my hometown, I am
often treated differently because
I am a male.
If women can do anything
men can -- including the same
Partner opens One Itetreesp. nextleid three notrump.
job - shouldn't the opposite
You are playing 15- to 17-point
3. Peer notrump. This is not
be true? Do you think socieopenitri stovetop', Stamm,and are Blackwood. Rather, it Indicates 16 or
ty will ever completely accept
not playing transfers. Whet would 17 points and invitee mama to bid a
you r -wipoW with each of the follow- slam with maximum values for his
male teachers and child care
ing live hands?
opening notrump bid. Opener posses
workers? -- PAUL FROM
I.•KM,73* K64110 Q91118.1
with 13 pones, carries on to six with
PENNSYLVANIA
2.4110743 AQ.1105 0 101417
17 ilts mid can bid five noulunp to
3.40196 111 AD•AO0,IUCI
exactly 16 points and thus
4. Q753•611 K%2•11165
DEAR PAUL: I hope so,
leave the final decision to you.
5.•10 K98743•5•Ql732
4. Pam Game is virtually out of
because men are certainly capa•* *
the question, so the only problem is
ble of nurturinn — particularto fled the best partseore contract.
ly those of the recent generI. Two ammo* This is the me- Grp.* that the band easily might
mo, response when you have about be Wear at a partsaire in spades,diaation, who are far More
nine points and a balanced hind. monds or clubs, there is no practical
involved in co-parenting than
Partner passes your Napalm with IS wayeffinding a better spot than one
men were before the 196)s.
points, bids three mierimm with 17 IMIX11101.. Despite your singleton
Male teachers and child care
points and exercises his judgment than,partner is a favorite to nutte at
with 16 points.
workers can give fatherless chills one notrump when you con2. Three spodn. This it a game- tithed,six high-card points.
dren something that female
going hand opposite a IS- to 17S. Peer hearse. lligh-card point
teachers cannot -- a male role
point notrump. However, since a cause is not a reliable guide in messmodel with whom they can
response oftwo spades or two hearts
the value of distributional
to an opening notrump bid is weak
identify.
It is much better to estimate
and not forcing, it is necessary to the trick-taking power of unbalanced
•••
make a jump-response to assure get- hands containing long suits, relying
ting to game.
more on plain common sense.
Dear Abby is written by
Despite the disparity in strength of
Thus, in the present case, despite a
Abigail Van Buren, also
the two suits, it is better to mention conspicuous shortage of high cards,
your spades first. If partner rebids you should assume that opposite the
known as Jeanne Phillips,
three notrump. you can then bid four great majority of opening oneand was founded by her mothhearts, asking partner to choose novump bids, you are unlikely to
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
between thc two suits. An initial lose more than three tricks with
Dear Abby at www.DearAbthree-heart response would leave you hearts as trump.You should therefore
in an awkward position if partner go straightaway to four hearts.
by.com or P.O.Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
Tomorrow: Inexorable logic.
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Murray Ledger & names

1 — choy
4 'Wool" Op clay
sheep
8 Cat scanners?
12 Spinks debater
13 Greasy
14 I had no —1
15 1986 yielder
115 Letting go
18 Multiplex otter20 More
than misled
21 Callfornia fort
23 Zodiac sign
24 Thug, slangily
27 Really skimp
29 Close at hand
33 Orbit path
34 Big extinct bird
35 Amount
36 Poker winnings
38 Crudely clumsy
on.
39 Hunter's need
40 Chili — carne
42 Half a dozen

44 Consort of Zeus
46 Buys and sells
50 After the fact
54 Pod vegetable
55 Gangplank
56 Diamond or
Armetrong
57 Hole
58 Sunblock
adve
59 Vale
60 — kwon do
DOWN
1 Salve
2 Dairy-case Item
3 Chicken style
4 Kitchen toot
5 Make haste
6 Not up to snuff
7 Yes vote
8 Lovely one
9 Adams or
Bricked
10 Lean toward
11 Mattress
problem
17 Stein filler
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19 Free electron
22 Mischiefmaker
23 Flips pages
24 Difference in
perception

25 Gold, in Peru
26 Autumn mo.
28 Campground
Initials
30 Dogma
31 Bubble —
32 MD employer
37 Remove paint
39 Paul Buriyan's
tool
41 Cereal grain
43 Pastoral prose
compocition
44 Recover from
an injury
45 "Bloodie" kid
47 Dr.'s visit
48 R2D2's owner
49 Indulge to the
limit
50 Half a bikini
51 Bring to a
close
52 Fiddle-de- —
53 Small, in
Dogpatch

.

